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Figure 1: Phytoplankton bloom in the Malvinas current : nutrient-rich, cold and fresh water masses
from the Antarctic circumpolar current are transported toward the north by the Malvinas current.
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/5123/beautiful-blooms-in-south-atlantic-ocean.
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Abstract

The Argentine Basin (>5000 m) is home to rather unique oceanic structures of prime importance

to the global circulation. In this thesis, we focus on elements of circulation (ocean waves and currents)

constrained by topography. To the west, the Patagonian continental shelf of variable slope and direction

hosts a variety of topographic waves. By combining outputs of a high-resolution reanalysis (GLORYS12),

in-situ and satellite data, two types of sub-inertial waves were documented, fast and slow waves. Fast

waves propagating along the Patagonian shelf break, with phase velocities between 1 m/s and 7 m/s,

periods ranging from 5 to 130 days and wavelengths from 1,200 to 12,000 km. Their characteristics de-

pend upon stratification, slope, shelf width, latitude and mean flow. High-frequency waves with periods

between 5 and 40 days are often locally forced by strong variations of the zonal wind south of 47°S(Poli

et al., 2020), whereas lower-frequency waves with periods between 40 and 130 days propagate from

the equatorial Pacific to the tropical Atlantic (22°S, Poli et al., 2022). The Madden-Julian Oscillation

(MJO) plays a key role in forcing these low-frequency waves in two ways. (a) By an oceanic telecon-

nection involving equatorial Kelvin waves reaching the American west coast, and (b) by an atmospheric

teleconnection reinforcing southerly winds in the southeast Pacific. In addition, local winds, which are

not necessarily linked to the MJO, modulate and trigger low-frequency waves (40-130 days period) in

specific locations, such as the Brazil-Malvinas confluence and the Drake Passage. All these waves have

an impact on along-shore currents : during the positive phase, the near-surface current is increased

by around 0.1 m/s. In addition, these waves contribute to the supply of nutrients sustaining the high

primary production on the Patagonian shelf. Slow waves propagate in the core of the Malvinas Current

with phase velocities between 0.10 and 0.30 m/s, periods around 20, 60 and 100 days, and wavelengths

ranging between 450 and 1200 km. These waves were tracked back to Drake Passage and the Malvinas

Escarpment.

In the center of the basin, the Zapiola anticyclone is located above a sedimentary deposit and dis-

plays an intensity equivalent to that of the strongest ocean currents (>100 Sv) with enhanced bottom

velocities reaching 0.1 m/s. Using GLORYS12 reanalysis, we constructed a time series of Zapiola trans-

port. Transport reaches extreme values ranging from -18 Sv to 250 Sv. The extrema show a seasonal

distribution, with a majority of weak events occuring in austral winter. When the Zapiola anticyclone

collapses, it becomes more permeable to the influences of surrounding waters, and the water charac-
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teristics in the center of the Zapiola are modified. In particular, cyclonic eddies originating from the

polar front penetrate up to the center. During strong events, wind stress curl is reinforced and turbulent

kinetic energy is enhanced around the anticyclone. The region around the Zapiola anticyclone exhibits

a multi-year modulation, with periods of 4-5 years (1993-1997, 1998-2003 and 2004-2009) of low (high)

salinity corresponding to low (high) transport. Over the last 27 years, waters of the Argentine basin

became warmer and saltier in the first 2000 m of the water column. These trends are concomitant with

an increase of turbulent kinetic energy in the south of the basin which is probably associated with the

southward migration of the subtropical front (Poli et al., 2023).
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Résumé

Le Bassin Argentin (>5000 m) abrite des structures océaniques uniques et de première importance

pour la circulation mondiale. On se concentre dans cette thèse sur des éléments de circulation (ondes et

courants) contraints par la topographie. A l’ouest, le talus continental Patagonien de pente et direction

variables est parcouru par une grande variété d’ondes topographiques. En combinant les sorties d’une

réanalyse océanique de haute résolution (GLORYS12), des données in-situ et satellitaires, nous avons

mis en évidence deux familles d’ondes sub-inertielles, des ondes rapides et des ondes longues : Des ondes

rapides se propageant le long de la rupture du plateau continental patagonien avec des vitesses de phase

comprises entre 1 m/s et 7 m/s, des périodes allant de 5 à 130 jours et des longueurs d’ondes allant

de 1200 à 12000 km. Leurs propriétés sont fonction de la stratification, de la pente du talus et de la

largeur du plateau, de la latitude, et du courant moyen. Des ondes de haute fréquence avec des périodes

comprises entre 5 et 40 jours sont souvent forcées localement par des fortes variations du vent zonal au

sud de 47°S (Poli et al., 2020), tandis que des ondes de plus basse fréquence avec des périodes entre

40 et 130 jours se propagent du Pacifique équatorial à l’Atlantique tropical (22°S, Poli et al., 2022).

L’oscillation de Madden-Julian (MJO) joue un rôle clé dans le forçage de ces ondes de basse fréquence

de deux manières: (a) par une téléconnexion océanique impliquant des ondes de Kelvin équatoriales

atteignant la côte ouest américaine et (b) par une téléconnexion atmosphérique renforçant les vents

du sud dans le Pacifique sud-est. En outre, les vents locaux, qui ne sont pas nécessairement liés à la

MJO, modulent et déclenchent des ondes de basse fréquence (de période entre 40 et 130 jours) à des

endroits spécifiques, tels que la confluence Brésil-Malouines et le Passage de Drake. Toutes ces ondes

ont un impact sur les courants de bord : pendant la phase positive des ondes, le courant près de la

surface augmente 0,1 m/s. Ces ondes participent à l’apport de nutriments soutenant la forte production

primaire sur la plateforme patagonienne. Des ondes plus lentes sont observées dans le cœur du courant

des Malouines. Leur vitesse de phase est comprise entre 0.10 à 0.30 m/s, leur période autour de 20, 60

et 100 jours et leur longueur d’onde comprise entre 450 et 1200 km. Elles proviennent du passage de

Drake et de l’escarpement des Malouines (Poli et al., 2020).

Au centre du bassin, l’Anticyclone de Zapiola est situé au-dessus d’un dépôt sédimentaire et montre

une intensité équivalente à celle des plus puissants courants océaniques (>100 Sv) avec des vitesses

renforcées au fond, qui atteignent 0.1 m/s. A l’aide de la réanalyse GLORYS12 nous avons construit une
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série temporelle de transport du Zapiola. Le transport atteint des valeurs extrêmes allant de -18 Sv à 250

Sv. Les extrema présentent une distribution saisonnière avec une majorité d’événements faibles en hiver

austral. Lorsque l’anticyclone du Zapiola s’effondre, il devient plus perméable aux influences des eaux

environnantes et les caractéristiques des eaux au centre du Zapiola sont modifiées. En particulier des

tourbillons cycloniques provenant du front polaire pénètrent jusqu’au centre. Lors des événements forts,

le rotationnel du vent est renforcé et l’énergie cinétique turbulente est augmentée autour de l’anticyclone

La région autour de l’anticyclone du Zapiola présente une modulation multi annuelle avec des périodes de

4-5 ans (1993-1997,1998-2003 et 2004-2009) de faible (forte) salinité correspondant à un transport faible

(fort). Au cours des 27 dernières années, le bassin Argentin voit ses eaux devenir plus chaudes et plus

salées dans les 2000 m. Ces tendances sont concomitantes avec une augmentation d’énergie cinétique

turbulente au sud du bassin probablement associé à la migration vers le sud du front subtropical (Poli

et al., 2023).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ocean is a key element of the climate system. It covers 71% of the earth surface, drives weather pat-

terns and controls the climatic variations by exchanging heat, moisture and carbon with the atmosphere.

In recent years, the ocean has stored at least 89% of the heat excess due to human-induced greenhouse gas

emissions, making climate change irreversible (Von Shuckman et al., 2020).Ocean dynamics controlled

the distribution of heat and carbon ocean uptake.

1.1 The Argentine Basin

The Argentine Basin located in the Southwest Atlantic reaches depths between 3000 m and 6000 m and is

delimited by the Mid-Atlantic Ridge to the east and the shallow (<200m) and wide (> 1000 km at 49°S)

Patagonian Platform to the west bordered by a sinuous slope of variable steepness. Between 52°S and

49°S, isobaths between 300m and 3000m are west-east orientated and the slope is gentle (2,000 m over

300 km), at 45°S the isobaths merge and the slope steepens. To the south of the Argentine Basin, the

relatively shallow (< 2000 m) Malvinas Plateau (52◦S-48◦S - 58°W-32°W) is bounded to the north by a

steep wall called the Malvinas Escarpment with a zonal extension of about 3000 km (Figure 1.1a). A gap

located at 37°W-49°S cuts the escarpment. At the center of the Basin, the Zapiola rise, a sedimentary

deposit, centered at 45°S-45°W stretches in the zonal direction and it submit is about 1200 m above the

abyssal plain (Ewing et al., 1964; Le Pichon et al., 1971). To the southwest of the Zapiola rise the slope

is steep due to the presence of a wide depression reaches 6000 m. To the north east of the Zapiola rise,
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the slope is gentle with maximum depth of 5000 m. The Argentine Basin is thus a quasi-closed basin

where the dynamics are closely related to the topography.

The deep Argentine Basin is the main conduit for water masses between the Atlantic and the Southern

Ocean (Jullion et al., 2010) as it is located between the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and the

subtropical gyre (Figure 1.1b).

Figure 1.1: a) Bathymetry around South America in from Smith and Sandwell (1994) Mean surface
velocity magnitude (in cm/s). b) mean surface velocities (larger than 10 cm/s) from gridded altimetry
for the 2007–2016 period. c) Mean eddy kinetic energy per unit mass (in cm2/s2) for the 2007–2016
period. The mean locations of the main Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) fronts as defined by Barré
et al. (2011) are plotted: Subantarctic Front (SAF), in black (SAF-M solid line and SAF-N dashed line);
Polar Front (PF), in red (PF-M solid line and PF-N and PF-S dashed line); and Southern ACC (SACCF)
in grey (SACCF-N and SACCF-S in dashed lines).(Pannels b and c from Artana et al., 2018).

The Argentine Basin is one of the most energetic regions of the world ocean in terms of mean flow

and mesoscale activity (Mason et al., 2017). Two strong currents flow along the western boundary : the

Malvinas Current (MC) and the Brazil Current (BC) (Figure 1.1b). The encounter of the MC and the

BC, known as the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (BMC) generates strong mesoscale activity with surface

Eddy Kinetic Energy (hereafter EKE) exceeding 0.2 m2s−2 (Figure 1.1c). At the center of the Basin, a
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minimum of EKE is associated with the Zapiola Anticyclonic circulation.

1.2 The two western boundary currents: the Malvinas and Brazil

Currents.

The MC is a powerful western Boundary current (with a mean transport at 41°S of 38 Sv, Artana et

al., 2019, Figure 1.2) which emanates from the ACC. Because of the topographic barrier of the South

Sandwich Arc (Figure 1.1a), the ACC fronts veer to the north and cross the North Scotia Ridge through

several passages. The Polar front crosses the ridge through the Shag Rock Passage (SRP in Figure 1.1a)

and veers eastward following the Malvinas Escarpment. The Subantarctic Front (made of two branches,

the northern (SAF-N) and main branch (SAF-M)) makes its way through passages located to the west

(WBB) and east of Burdwood (EBB) Bank (Peterson and Whitworth, 1989). Both branches cross the

shallow Malvinas Plateau and follow the Patagonian continental slope forming the MC. The MC is a

barotropic-equivalent current (Vivier & Provost, 1999). The MC comprises two narrow jets south of 43°S

alineated with two bottom terraces (Frey et al., 2021, Piola et al., 2013). The northern branch follows

the SAF-N and flows along the 200m isobath (Artana et al., 2021) while the main jet follows the main

SAF along the 1,500-m isobath (Artana et al., 2018a). At 45°S, the isobaths converge, the jets join and

surface velocities reach 0.6 m/s (Figure 1.1 b, Artana et al., 2021).

The MC flows northward up to 38°S where it retroflects southward forming a sharp cyclonic loop

called the Malvinas return flow (MRF, Peterson & Whitworth, 1989). At 38°S, the MC encounters

the BC the western boundary current of the subtropical gyre which advects southward warm and salty

subtropical waters southward. The region of encounters of the two currents is called the BMC and is

associated with lateral temperature gradients as high as 1°C per 100 m (Barré et al., 2006; Gordon &

Greengrove, 1986) and is one of the most energetic region of the world ocean in terms of meso and

submesoscale. At the collision with the BC, the MC splits in two branches: the inner branch keeps

flowing northward sinking below the BC while the outer branch forms the MRF (Artana et al., 2019;

Provost et al., 1995).

The BC has a mean transport increasing with latitude (20 Sv at 36°S, Artana et al., 2019). The BC

leaves the continental slope at about 38°S, that is nearly 15° north of the zero isoline in the mean wind
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Figure 1.2: Malvinas Current volume transport in Sv computed with the Look up table method in the
upper 1,500 m (blue) and model outputs in the upper 900 m (magenta). The in-situ measurements
periods are indicated in colors. (From Artana et al.,2019)

stress curl. The role of the dynamics of two colliding jets has been invoked to explain the BC mean

separation latitude (or mean subtropical front (STF) location) with theoretical and numerical models

(e.g., Agra & Nof, 1993; Matano, 1993). Those studies suggest that the MC imparts a momentum

responsible for determining the mean latitude of separation of the STF from the slope. The latitude of

separation of the BC from the slope has been observed to vary at different time scales. At the seasonal

scale the location of the separation of the STF from the slope shows excursion of about 200 km along the

2,000-m isobath with a poleward migration in austral summer and equatorward shift in winter (Saraceno

et al., 2005). Part of the BC, referred to as the overshoot of the BC (BCO), flows southward and returns

to the northeast at about 45°S, the other part of the BC flows eastward along the STF forming the South

Atlantic Current.

The MC, which connects two of the most energetic regions of the world ocean, the Drake Passage and

the BMC, is rather steady and exhibits weak EKE values (Figure 1.1c). Part of the EKE coming from

the Drake Passage is dissipated through bottom friction and mixing over the Malvinas Plateau (Artana

et al., 2019, Figure 1.3a, visible as a minimum in Figure 1.1c). The MC shows a little seasonality relative

seasonal standard deviation of 2 % and no significant trend in the last 27 years (Artana et al.,2019,

Figure 1.2).

The MC transport at 41°S in the upper 900m exhibits synoptic extrema (Figure 1.2). Maxima and

minima are associated with eddies coming from the Argentine Basin: transport maxima (in blue in Figure

1.3c) are associated with cyclonic eddies detached from the PF and transport minima (in red in Figure

1.3c) with southward displacement of the Subantarctic Front due to large anticyclonic anomalies from

the BC. Downstream the MC transport is perturbed by "blocking events" occuring approximately once
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Figure 1.3: Schematics of physical processes in the MC (a) Gray shading represents dissipation over
the Malvinas Pateau of the mesoscale activity leaking through North Scotia Ridge (Artana et al.,2016).
Trapped waves (locally wind forced and remotely forced) propagating along the Patagonian slope are
schematized in blue (Poli et al., 2020). (b) Blocking events in red: anticyclonic anomalies cut the MC
from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current at 49°S; the MC does not collapse as a recirculation cell is
established (Artana et al., 2016, Artana et al., 2018c). Feeding events in blue: waters from the South
of the Polar Front are injected into the MC and recirculate between the MC and Malvinas Return Flow
(Artana et al., 2018c). (c) Maxima and minima of the MC transport at 41°S are associated with eddies
coming from the Argentine Basin: Transport maximum cases (in blue) are associated with cyclonic
eddies detached from the PF and transport minimum cases (in red) with southward displacement of the
Subantarctic Front due to large anticyclonic anomalies from the Brazil Current (Artana, et al., 2018b).
(Figure from Artana et al., 2021)
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a year (documented by Artana et al., 2018c, Figure 1.3b), during which the MC is cut from it source at

49°S by anticyclonic perturbations coming from the Malvinas Escarpment. The MC does not collapse as

a recirculation cell is established (Artana et al., 2016, Artana et al., 2018c). Episodes of "feeding" events

have also been documented : in some occasions, the jet associated with the PF-N meanders north of the

Malvinas Plateau and feeds the recirculation between the MC and the MRF with polar waters (Figure

1.3b).

However, the MC plays a minor role in the velocity variations observed at the confluence at seasonal

and interannual scales. Velocity trends are small over the MC while they are large at the BMC and the

overshoot (0.1 m/s/decade at the surface) as the BC migrated southward over the last 25 years (Artana

et al., 2021). Over the last decade, the number of blocking events at 59°W became more frequent (35

during 93-05 and 65 during 05-17). The southward displacement of the BC overshoot could contribute

to that increase (Artana et al., 2021).

The MC transports up to 38°S cold and nutrient rich subantarctic waters which play a key role in the

development of the rich ecosystem present over the Patagonian platform. Therefore, understanding the

dynamics of the MC is key for the knowledge of the bio-physical phenomenon occurring in the region. The

spectral analysis of in-situ (measured velocities) and satellite observations (derived transport) (Vivier

& Provost, 2001, Spadone & Provost, 2009, Artana et al., 2019) highlighted the presence of oscillations

at periods around twenty days and between 40 and 130 days probably associated with trapped waves

propagating along the Patagonian slope.

1.3 The Patagonian Shelf

The Patagonian continental shelf is one of the largest continental shelf of the planet and one of the richest

in living (a vast marine ecosystem) and non-living resources (oil and gas reservoirs). The Patagonian

continental shelf-break presents chlorophyll concentrations as large as those observed in eastern boundary

upwelling systems (> 0.25 − 0.30 mg/m3, Figure 1.4a). They are associated with the observed massive

phytoplankton blooms (Romero et al., 2006; Valla and Piola, 2015). Biological abundance of this region

cascades from phytoplankton to higher trophic levels: scallops, anchovies, hakes, squids, etc (e.g. Acha

et al., 2004). As a consequence, this region hosts one of the largest fisheries of the world (Figure 1.4b).

Namely the southern Ocean is known as a High-Nutrient Low-Chlorophyll Region (HNLC, Venables
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Figure 1.4: (a) Summer values of surface chlorophyll-a derived from SeaWiFS (mg m−3) in the Patagonia
region; (b) nighttime lights in the southwestern Atlantic. The lights over the Patagonian shelf break
are generated by squid fishing vessels (inset) (after Rodhouse et al., 2001). (From Matano and Palma.,
2008)

& Moore, 2010); indeed the primary production is low and fairly constant despite the availability of

macronutrients (such as phosphate, nitrites, silicates and nitrates). The limiting factor to the primary

production is the availability of micronutrients (e.g., iron, zinc, cobalt). The micronutrients are present

over the Patagonian Platform due to atmospheric deposition of dust coming from the south American

continent and sediment–water exchange (Figure 1.5 c). The macronutrients are advected from the south

by the MC which flows northward along the shelf break bringing cold, nutrient-rich Subantarctic waters

(Figure 1.5 a,b and d). Our understanding of the mechanisms that produce the shelf-break blooms of

chlorophyll-a is still fragmentary despite the crucial role they play in sustaining the whole food chain.

Indeed, advection of nutrients from the MC to the patagonian platform implies cross-shelf exchanges

associated with upwelling episodes (Valla & Piola., 2015). Valla & Piola [2015] suggest that the shelf-

break dynamics are controlled by the MC divergence with respect to the continental slope. Trapped

waves (TW) have been proposed as a possible mechanism that enhances nutrient fluxes to the upper

layer and affects the primary production of the Patagonian Shelf, as they have an influence in coastal

circulation, exchanges and mixing (Huthnance, 1995). In-situ observations have pointed at the possible

existence of TWs propagating northward along the Patagonian slope. Velocity spectra obtained from

current-meter moorings deployed at 41°S across the slope near the BMC showed large energy peaks
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Figure 1.5: Surface distribution of nitrates (a), phosphates (b) iron (c) and silicates(d)
in mmol/m3 from the biogeochemical hindcast for global ocean produced at Mercator-Ocean
(https://doi.org/10.48670/moi-00019).

between 5 and 110 days (Vivier & Provost, 1999; Vivier et al., 2001). Despite these observations, there

is still no characterization of TWs along the Patagonian slope. As the TWs propagate rapidly, they are

not entirely resolved in satellite-altimetry-derived maps of sea level anomalies (SLAs) (Ballarotta et al.,

2019). The transport time series at 41°S computed from Altimetry exhibits a lower standard deviation

than the one computed from the global ocean reanalysis (Figure 1.2) . Indeed, even if the variance

preserving spectra of both transports exhibit peaks at similar periods (intraseasonal, semiannual, and

annual period, Figure 1.6), the spectrum of the model transport shows differencies at periods between

smaller than 100 days and especially at periods lower than 20 days. This lack of energy at high frequency

has been attributed to TWs, as they are aliased in altimetry data ( Nyquist frequency of 14 days) and

better resolved in the model.
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Figure 1.6: Variance preserving spectra of the LUT (blue) and model (magenta) MC volume transport.
The dotted line shows the 90% confidence level against the red noise background from a first-order
autoregressive process.(from Artana et al., 2019).

1.4 The Zapiola Anticyclonic Circulation:

The Zapiola anticyclonic circulation (hereafter ZAC) is located at the center of the Argentine basin

above a sedimentary deposit of the Zapiola Rise. The ZAC signs in the mean EKE as a minimum

(Figure 1.1c). The existence of the ZAC was unknown untill the late 80’s where Flood & Shor, [1988]

inferred the presence of anticyclonic bottom flow around the Zapiola Drift from analysis of mud wave

structures. This first guess have been corroborated by near-bottom current meters measurements in the

subsequent years in the southern (Whitworth et al., 1991) and northern branch (Weatherly, 1993) of

the ZAC. They measured mean flows of about 0.1 m/s in southeastward and northwestward directions.

During the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) Hydrographic Program Section A11 sampled

across the ZAC at 45°S in 1993 (Saunders & King, 1995). They estimated a synoptic transport up

to 175 Sv from CTD data and Shipborn ADCP. A small mean transport of 50 Sv was obtained using

altimetry-derived surface geostrophic velocities over the period 1993-2007 (Saraceno et al., 2009) whereas

Argo float drift velocities at 1000 m over the period 2004-2010 led to a larger mean transport of 140 Sv

(Colin de Verdiere and Ollitrault, 2016). Recently, Johnson and King, [2023] estimated a mean ZAC

transport of 110 Sv using deep Argo temperature-salinity profiles and historical shipboard CTD. They

also highlighted the bottom intensified nature of the ZAC. The Zapiola Anticyclone is believed to be

driven by energy transfers from the strong mesoscale eddy kinetic energy to the mean kinetic energy (e.g

De Miranda et al., 1999, Bigorre and Dewar, 2009 ). The ZAC itself is a local minimum in EKE and

hosts mainly cyclonic eddies (Saraceno and Provost, 2012).

Saraceno et al., [2009] produced a transport time series derived from altimetry data which exhibit

a substantial time variability with values ranging between 78 to +128 Sv (Figure 1.7). Thus at times
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Figure 1.7: 90 days low-passed filtered ZAC transport time series and the analogous average with a
4.3-year filter, by a dash-dotted line. (from Saraceno et al., 2009)

the ZAC collapses. The vertical structure in terms of velocities and water masses associated with those

collapses have not been explored yet. The ZAC contributes to the stirring of the strongly contrasted

water masses of different remote origins. Near the surface it promotes exchanges between the polar

waters from the ACC and the tropical waters from the South Atlantic Current. At depth, elements

of the deep waters formed in the North Atlantic (as the North Atlantic Deep Water) encounter waters

formed off the Antarctic Continent (as the Lower Circumpolar Deep Water or the Upper Circumpolar

Deep Water), and the stirring and mixing associated with the ZAC possibly constitute an important

factor in determining the characteristics of global deep water masses.
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1.5 Ph.D. Objectives

We focus on several elements of circulation (ocean waves and currents) constrained by topography and

aim at providing elements of answer to the following questions :

We first examine on trapped waves along the Patagonian Platform :

• What types of waves propagate along the Patagonian Slope ?

• How are they triggered ?

• How do the structure of the waves evolve during their propagation ?

• What are the impact of the waves on the background circulation ?

• How are they represented in the different sets of observations and in a global ocean reanalysis ?

We then extend our analysis to the whole South American slope. Then we explore the ZAC trying to

answering to the following questions:

• How is the ZAC organized in the vertical ?

• How does the ZAC transport vary and what is happening during ZAC collapses in terms of circu-

lation pattern and forcings ?

• Is there a connection between hydrographic characteristics in the basin and the ZAC transport ?

• What are the trends in the last thirty years in terms of hydrographic properties, wind forcing and

dynamics (e.g EKE evolution) in the Argentine Basin?

To provide some answers to these questions we use in-situ observations, satellite observations and

model outputs.

We use tide gauges data, ARGO float measurements and mooring current-meter data.

Within a French-Spanish collaboration we (C. Artana and I) could participate to a oceanographic

cruise on the R/V sarmiento de Gamboa and deploy 10 ARGO floats (5 classic and 5 deep) in the

ZAC(the location of deployment is indicated in Figure 1.8a). The cruise started on March 08 2021 from

Punta Arenas (Chile) and ended on April 15, 2021, in Las Palmas (Gran Canaria).
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Figure 1.8: a) SSH and surface velocities from operational mercator model averaged over the 12, 13 and
14 March 2021. Colors circles show the deployment locations of CTD and LADCP. b) Niskin bottles and
CTD. c) ARGO float deployment. d) θ − S diagrams measured by the CTD. Colors indicate measured
oxygen in ml/l.

The ARGO floats were provided by Coriolis in the framework of the BACI LEFE GMMC project.

The floats were successfully deployed. The main objective was to document the circulation at 1000 and

3000 m and the water masses between 0 and 4000 m.

We also used current-meter moorings deployed in 1993–1995, 2001–2003, and 2014–2015 across the

continental slope at 41°S near the Confluence (Ferrari et al., 2017; Spadone & Provost, 2009; Vivier &

Provost, 1999) and tide gauges data.

We used Data Unification and Altimeter Combination System (DUACS) delayed-time altimeter grid-

ded (1/4° regular grid) daily product (Pujol et al., 2016; Taburet et al., 2019) available at http://marine.copernicus.eu/.

This product results from an optimal interpolation in space and time, combining measurements from

different satellite altimeters. Its effective resolution is about 20 days in time and 200 km in space (e.g.

Archer et al., 2020).

To replace all those observations in a larger spatio-temporal context we used the high-resolution (1/12°)

global Mercator Ocean reanalysis (hereafter GLORYS12) which has been developed in the framework

of the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS, http://marine.copernicus.eu/).

GLORYS12 covers the period from 1993 to 2019 (Lellouche et al., 2021). The ocean surface is forced by
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the global ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts. The Mercator model jointly assimilates along track satellite altimetric data, satellite sea sur-

face temperature, sea-ice concentration, and in-situ temperature and salinity vertical profiles (Lellouche

et al., 2021). It uses a reduced-order Kalman filter with a 3-D multivariate modal decomposition of the

background error and a 7-day assimilation cycle (Lellouche et al., 2021). Artana et al. (2018 a and c)

evaluated the performance of the GLORYS12 reanalysis over the Malvinas Current and found a good

agreement with observations. We performed further model assessment using different sets of independent

and non-independent data and found an overall good agreement.

The thesis is organized as follows :

In the second chapter, we examine trapped waves propagating along the Patagonian platform. We

first compare possible signatures of TW in observations and the Mercator Ocean reanalysis in along-

shore velocity and sea level. Then we explore fast waves detected at the shelf break above the 300m

isobath and interpret them using the idealized model from Brink and Chapman (1987). Linear theory is

presented in the Appendix. Slower velocity variations in the core of the MC above the 1500 m isobath

are also examined.

In the third chapter, we examine TWs at periods ranging between 40 and 130 days propagating all

around South America. These waves constitute an oceanic teleconnection between the equatorial Pacific

and the tropical Atlantic. We first further assess GLORYS12 reanalysis comparing model SLA with

observations from tide gauges located around South America. We then explore the sea level spectral

content around South America and the propagation characteristics of the waves. Finally, we investigate

the wave occurrences, the forcing mechanism, the vertical structure and the impact on along-shore

velocities around South America.

In the fourth chapter, we examine the ZAC. We first focus on the general circulation of the Argentine

Basin and produce a 27-year-long ZAC transport time-series which was used to select extreme events

compsising weak and strong transport events. Then, we focus on the hydrographic properties of the

Argentine Basin with particular interest in long term trends, low-frequency changes and extreme events.

Finally, we discuss the role of transient kinetic energy and wind stress curl in shaping the ZAC.

Ultimately, in chapter five, we conclude and present the perspective of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Anatomy of Subinertial Waves Along

the Patagonian Shelf Break in a 1/12°

Global Operational Model.

TW have been proposed as a possible mechanisms that could modulate the transport from the nutrient-

rich Malvinas Current up to the Patatagonian Platform. We investigate the dynamics associated with

Figure 2.1: Set-up of the linear model with its associated coordinates system. The infinite coastline is
at x = 0; the topography is defined by a function h(x) and the mean hydrography characterized by the
Brünt-Väisälä frequency N2

∞(z). There is a meridional mean flow Vo(x, z).

these waves and rely on linear theory (described in Appendix). The idealized framework is shown in

Figure 2.1. The coastline is straight, follows a South-North direction, and defines the y axis (x = 0).
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The mean ocean surface is at z = 0 (upward orientation of the z coordinate axis). The ocean is above a

continental slope defined by a function z = −h(x). The ocean is stratified, with a mean Brünt-Väisälä

frequency N2
∞(z) depending only on z. The Coriolis parameter is f and its latitudinal dependence is

neglected (f plane). ,Moreover we assume that the ocean is in hydrostatic equilibrium and the Boussinesq

approximation can be made.
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1. Introduction
The Malvinas Current (MC), a major western boundary current of the South Atlantic Ocean, is an offshoot of 
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Figure 1a) that flows northward following the Subantarctic Front (SAF) 
along the eastern continental slope of South America. The MC, which borders one of the widest continental 
shelves of the world, is strongly controlled by bottom topography. Between 52°S and 49°S, the bottom slope is 
west-east orientated and gentle (2,000 m over 300 km) and the MC is rather wide (300 km) with mean north-
ward surface velocities of 30 cm/s (Figures 1a and 1b). At 48°S, isobaths are east-west orientated and the MC 
mean surface velocities are zonal with a mean value of 40 cm/s. The largest mean surface velocities in the 
MC (>60 cm/s) are observed north of 43°S where the bottom slope is steep (Figures 1a and 1b) and the MC 
is organized in one narrow jet. South of 43°S, the MC is characterized by a relatively stable two-jet structure 
alienated with two bottom terraces (Piola et al., 2013). The mean location of the onshore jet corresponds to a 
northern branch of the SAF (SAF-N), while the main jet follows the main SAF along the 1,500-m isobath (Fig-
ure 1b; Artana et al., 2018). At 38°S, the MC encounters the Brazil Current forming the Brazil-Malvinas Con-
fluence. The surface eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at this region is among the greatest in the world ocean with 
values exceeding 2,000 cm2/s2 (Figure 1c). In contrast, the EKE in the MC is rather small (200 cm2/s2) since the 
Malvinas Plateau filters a large part of the mesoscale activity from Drake Passage (Artana et al., 2016).

In situ observations have pointed at the possible existence of trapped waves (TW) propagating northward 
along the Patagonian slope. Velocity spectra obtained from current-meter moorings deployed at 41°S across 
the slope near the Brazil Malvinas Confluence showed large energy peaks between 5 and 110 days (Vivier & 
Provost, 1999; Vivier et al., 2001). Despite these observations, there is still no characterization of TW along 
the Patagonian slope. As the TW propagates rapidly, they are not entirely resolved in satellite-altimetry-de-
rived maps of sea level anomalies (SLAs) (Ballarotta et al., 2019).

Abstract The Patagonian slope hosts a variety of waves. We used a state-of-the-art ocean reanalysis 
to examine waves at the shelf break and in the core of the Malvinas Current (MC) at periods larger than 
10 days. Statistics over 25 years indicated three types of signals: in phase signals at specific locations of the 
shelf break to the south of 47°S; fast propagating signals all along the shelf break (phase speed from 140 
to 300 cm/s) at periods between 5 and 110 days; and slower signals in the core of the MC (phase speeds 
from 10 to 30 cm/s) at 20-day, 60-day, and 100-day periods. The large zonal wind stress variations south of 
47°S forced in-phase along-slope velocity variations and triggered fast propagating waves at distinct sites 
corresponding to abrupt changes in the shelf-break orientation. The shelf-break waves modulated the 
intensity of the inshore jet, which varied from 0 to 30 cm/s at 100 m depth, and had spatial and temporal 
structures and scales consistent with those of observed upwelling events. Slow propagating waves in the 
core of the MC had along-slope wavelengths between 450 and 1,200 km and were not forced by the local 
winds. They were tracked back to the Drake Passage and the Malvinas Escarpment.

Plain Language Summary The sinuous Patagonian slope hosts a variety of waves that are yet 
poorly documented. We examined the waves in a state-of-the-art ocean model assimilating observations. 
Strong westerly winds forced fast waves at the shelf break. These waves modulated the intensity of the 
coastal jet of the Malvinas Current (MC) and the shelf-break upwelling. Slow waves propagating from the 
Malvinas Escarpment and the Drake Passage modified the velocities of the MC main jet.
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The MC carries cold, nutrient-rich subantarctic waters that play a key role in the development of the biolog-
ical activity in this region: massive phytoplankton blooms are observed over the Patagonian shelf (Romero 
et al., 2006; Valla & Piola, 2015). The inner portion of the Patagonian continental shelf break presents chlo-
rophyll concentrations peaking at 2.5–3.0 mg/m3 (Figure 1d). TW disturbs the upper thermocline and could 
enhance the fluxes of nutrients to the shelf break.

High-resolution ocean models (1/12°) that assimilate in situ observations and along-track satellite altimetry, 
such as the Mercator Ocean physical reanalysis at 1/12°, could provide some insights on TW propagating 
along the Patagonian shelf break. Previous works have assessed the performance of this reanalysis in the 
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Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry of the Southwest Atlantic (in m) from ETOPO6.2 (update from Smith and Sandwell [1994]). 
Three passages connecting the Argentine Basin to the Drake Passage are indicated: West of Burwood Bank (WBB), 
East of Burwood Bank (EBB), and Shag Rocks Passage (SRP). White isolines correspond to 300- and 1,500-m isobaths. 
(b) Mean surface velocities (arrows) and mean surface velocity intensities in cm/s (color) from GLORYS12 over the 
period 1993–2017. (c) Mean surface eddy kinetic energy from GLORYS12 over the period 1993–2017 in (cm/s)2. (d) 
Mean values of surface chlorophyll-a concentration (in mg/m3) derived from MODIS satellite data. Note the long 
continuous high values (>2.5 mg/m3) at the shelf break (2002–2017). The mean locations of the northern branch of the 
Subantarctic Front (SAF-N) is represented with a black dashed line, that of the main SAF with a continuous black line 
(defined as in Barré et al. [2011]), and that of the Brazil Current front (BCF) with a cyan line (defined as in Ferrari et al. 
[2017]). The white segment at 41°S in (a) marks the sites of successive mooring deployments.
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MC system (Artana et al., 2018a, 2019). Here, we further evaluate the spectral content of the reanalysis SLAs 
and velocities on the slope compared to observations. As a result of this comparison, we use the reanalysis 
tridimensional fields to examine TWs at the shelf break and in the core of the MC at periods larger than 10 
days. The theory from Brink (1982), which idealizes TW as a sum of modes whose spatial structure, phase, 
and group velocities depend upon the cross-shore topography and stratification, provided guidance.

This paper is organized as follows. We first compare possible signatures of TW in observations and the Mer-
cator Ocean reanalysis. In Section 3, we explore fast waves detected at the shelf break and interpret them 
using the idealized model from Brink and Chapman (1987). Slower velocity variations in the core of the MC 
above the 1,500-m isobath are examined in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the results and concludes.

2. Model and Data: Possible Signatures of Trapped Waves
2.1. Mercator Ocean Reanalysis

The high-resolution (1/12°) global Mercator Ocean reanalysis (hereafter GLORYS12) has been developed 
in the framework of the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS, http://marine.co-
pernicus.eu/)and extends over a period of 25 years (1993–2017). This reanalysis is based on the current 
real-time global forecasting CMEMS system (Lellouche et al.,  2018) with a few changes in atmospheric 
forcing, assimilated data, and observation errors. Nucleus of European Modeling of the Ocean platform is 
the dynamical core of the physical model. The ocean surface is forced by the global ERA-Interim atmos-
pheric reanalysis from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. The model assimilates 
observations using a reduced-order Kalman filter with a 3-D multivariate modal decomposition of the back-
ground error and a 7-day assimilation cycle (Lellouche et al., 2018). The model assimilates jointly along 
track satellite altimetric data from CMEMS (Pujol et al., 2016), AVHRR satellite sea surface temperature 
from NOAA, Ifremer/CERSAT Sea-Ice Concentration, and in situ temperature and salinity vertical profiles 
from the latest CORA in situ databases (Cabanes et al., 2013; Szekely et al., 2016). Artana et al.  (2018a) 
evaluated the performance of the reanalysis GLORYS12 over the MC and found a good agreement with 
observations. Further comparisons on the continental slope between the model and observations are shown 
in the following sections.

2.2. GLORYS12 and Satellite Altimetry Spectral Contents Along the Slope

We used Data Unification and Altimeter Combination System (DUACS) delayed-time altimeter gridded 
(1/4° regular grid) daily product (Pujol et al., 2016; Taburet et al., 2019) available at http://marine.coperni-
cus.eu/. This product results from an optimal interpolation in space and time, combining measurements 
from different altimeters, and its effective resolution is about 20 days in time and 200 km in space 
(e.g., Archer et al., 2020).

GLORYS12 produces somewhat larger EKE values on the Patagonian slope than satellite altimetry (Artana 
et al., 2018a, their Figures 1b and 1d). We built a time series of averaged SLA between the 300- and 1,700-m 
isobaths all along the slope. Their spectra are shown as a function of latitude for the DUACS product (Fig-
ure 2a) and GLORYS12 (Figure 2b). The spectra display striking similarities with significant energy peaks at 
distinct periods between 10 and 500 days. The annual cycle dominates the spectra. The continuum of energy 
observed in the spectra to the north of 40°S reflects the outstanding variability at the Brazil-Malvinas Con-
fluence. Some periods such as 20, 60–70, and 100 days exhibited energy all along the slope. Those periods 
could be associated with waves propagating between the 300- and 1,700-m isobaths. There was no energy 
at periods shorter than 5 days in either spectrum, and as expected GLORYS12 displayed more energy than 
altimetry at periods between 5 and 14 days (Figure 2c).

Indeed, satellite gridded data do not capture variations at periods smaller than 14 days.

2.3. GLORYS12 and Mooring Data on the Slope at 41°S
Current-meter moorings have been deployed in 1993–1995, 2001–2003, and 2014–2015 across the continen-
tal slope at 41°S near the Confluence (Ferrari et al., 2017; Spadone & Provost, 2009; Vivier & Provost, 1999). 
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As GLORYS12 showed no significant energy at periods shorter than 5 days, the mooring data were 5-day 
low-pass filtered for comparison. In spite of significant differences from one deployment to the other, means 
and variance ellipses showed consistent patterns with a mean flow toward the North East and ellipses 
stretched in the direction of the mean flow above the slope, and weaker mean flow and more round ellipses 
offshore (Figure 3; 1993–1995 in black, 2001–2003 in blue, 2014–2015 in green, and GLORYS12 in red). 
GLORYS12 accurately reproduced the general patterns and the differences between mooring deployments 
with, in particular, large variance ellipses during the last deployment due to the Confluence position being 
exceptionally south from May to September 2015 (Artana et al., 2019; Paniagua et al., 2018). The intensity 
and direction of the mean flow and the variance ellipses from GLORYS12 were in good agreement with the 
observations in this highly energetic and complex region (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Sea level anomaly (SLA) variance preserving spectra as a function of latitude (SLA was averaged in a 
longitude band between the 300- and 1,700-m isobaths) (a) from satellite altimetry Data Unification and Altimeter 
Combination System (DUACS) product and (b) from Mercator reanalysis GLORYS12. White lines at 41°S correspond to 
the location of the moorings. The gap between 50.5°S and 48°S corresponds to a region with zonal isobaths (Figure 1a). 
Color bar in cm2. (c) Sea level anomaly variance preserving spectra averaged between 48°S and 43°S for GLORYS12 
(red) and for satellite altimetry DUACS product (black). Dashed lines correspond to a 90% confidence limit.
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2.4. Statistics Over 25 Years: Evidence of Different Propagation 
Velocities Above the 300- and 1,500-m Isobaths in GLORYS12

We examined the propagation of along-slope velocity anomalies at 100 m 
depth following the 300-m isobath of the Patagonian slope (Figure 4). A 
110-day high-pass filter was applied to remove the seasonal cycle. The 
filtered velocities along the 300-m isobath (colored points in Figure 4a) 
were correlated with those at locations Φ (60.5°W, 53.5°S), Ω (60.5°W, 
47°S), and Ψ (56.8°W, 41°S) (black points in Figure  4a). Lagged corre-
lations are shown as a function of distance from Φ (53.5°S) along the 
slope (lagged correlations with Φ in Figure 4b, Ω in Figure 4c, and Ψ in 
Figure 4d). For each point along the isobath, we selected the lag present-
ing the maximum correlation and applied a linear fit (dashed lines in 
Figure  4) to estimate propagation velocities. Correlations with Φ were 
maximum at lag 0 to the south of 200 km (r > 0.5) and between 600 and 
1,050 km (0.3 < r < 0.5, pink dots in Figure 4b), indicating simultaneous 
signals. In addition, two high-correlation patterns (dashed lines in Fig-
ure 4b) suggested northward propagations from Φ and Ω with a phase 
speed ranging between 140 and 300  cm/s. The correlations associated 
with these propagating signals diminished with distance and remained 
significant until 38°S (2,100 km). These features were consistently found 
in the lagged correlations with point Ω (Figure 4c): maximum correla-
tions at lag 0 nearby Ω and Φ (r > 0.5), and two patterns suggesting the 
same propagating signals at similar phase speeds (dashed lines in Fig-
ure 4c). Lagged correlations with Ψ (Figure 4d) showed a slower (phase 
speed between 20 and 30 cm/s) and more localized propagation between 
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Figure 3. Mean flow and variance ellipses for each current meter at 41°S 
from 1993 to 1995 in black, 2001 to 2003 in blue, 2014 to 2015 in green, and 
from GLORYS12 in red; all-time series have been smoothed with a 5-day 
low-pass filter. 0M1 and 1A1 are both from the same location (red dashed 
line). They are displaced on the figure for sake of visibility. Black line is the 
bathymetry from ETOPO6.2 and red line is the model bathymetry.

Figure 4. Lagged correlation diagrams of 110-day high-pass filtered along-slope velocities at 100  m depth above the 300-m isobath. (a) Point along the slope 
used for the correlations with locations Φ (53.5°S), Ω (47°S), and Ψ (41°S). Red line is the 300-m isobath. Background is bathymetry (in m). (b) Along-slope 
velocity correlations with Φ. x-axis is the along-isobath distance from 53.5°S, y-axis is the lag in days. Pink dots indicate locations where maximum correlations 
were obtained at lag 0 day. (c) Along-slope velocity correlations with Ω (axes as in b). (d) Along-slope velocity correlations with Ψ (axes as in b). Only significant 
correlations (above 90% confidence limit) are colored. Dashed lines correspond to a linear fit of maximum correlations. The slopes provide estimates of the 
phase velocities (b) 250 ± 50 and 167 ± 15 cm/s, (c) 156 ± 15 cm/s for both dashed segments, (d) 35 ± 3 and 210 ± 50 cm/s.
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1,600 and 2,000 km (43°S and 40°S, with correlations exceeding 0.5) superposed to the faster propagation 
signals associated with small correlations of 0.25.

Lagged correlations between along-slope velocities above the 1,500-m isobath, in the core of the MC, 
showed more localized features around Φ' (58.6°W, 53.35°S), Ω' (59.2°W, 47°S), and Ψ' (56°W, 41°S) (Fig-
ure 5). Correlations at Φ' (r > 0.5) suggested no propagation and a period about 40 days (Figure 5b). The 
correlation pattern with Ω' indicated propagating signals (with r > 0.3) with a phase speed of 20 cm/s with 
periods of about 50 days extending from 800 to km 1,600 km (Figure 5c). Correlation patterns with Ψ' sug-
gested propagating signals with a phase speed of about 25 cm/s and a period of 50 days between 1,600 and 
2,100 km (Figure 5d). This propagating feature was reminiscent of the one observed at 41°S over the 300-m 
isobath in Figure 4d.

Statistics over 25 years of GLORYS12 revealed three types of signals: signals merely in phase to the south of 
47°S at the shelf break, fast propagating signals with phase speed ranging from 140 to 300 cm/s all along the 
shelf break, and slower signals in the core of the MC with propagation velocities ranging from 10 to 30 cm/s.

3. Fast Signals at the Shelf Break
3.1. Coherent Forced Response to Wind Pulses Over the 25 Years

The Southwest Atlantic undergoes strong westerlies (Figure 6a) with large wind stress mean values (>0.2 Pa) 
to the south of 52°S and in the southwestern portion of the deep Argentine Basin. The intensity of the mean 
wind stress decreases toward the north along the Patagonian slope to 0.05 Pa at 38°S. The zonal wind stress 
shows a maximum variability (Figure 6b) near Φ.

The zonal wind stress along the slope was highly correlated (r > 0.8) with the zonal wind stress at 53.5°S (Φ) 
up to 47°S (Ω) (not shown). Lagged correlations of the along-slope velocities over the 300-m isobath with 
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Figure 5. (a) Points along the slope used for the correlations with location Φ' (58.6°W, 53.35°S), Ω' (59.2°W, 47°S), and Ψ' (56°W, 41°S), blue line is the 1,500 
isobath. Background is bathymetry (in m). (b–d) Lagged correlation diagrams of 110-day high-pass filtered along-slope velocities at 100 m depth over isobath 
1,500 m (in the core of the MC) considering point Φ' (b), Ω' (c), and Ψ' (d). x-axis is the distance along the isobath and y-axis is the lag in days. Phase velocities 
estimated as in Figure 4: (c) 23 ± 2 cm/s and (d) 30 ± 2 cm/s.
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the zonal wind stress at Φ (Figure 6c) showed patterns reminiscent of those observed in Figure 4b. Interest-
ingly, correlations at lag 1 day peaked at the distinct locations indicated with pink dots in Figure 6c. These 
locations showed in-phase along-slope velocity variations (Figure 4b), suggesting a wind-forced quasi-in-
stantaneous response (compare pink dots in Figures 4b and 6c). The wind also triggered the fast propagating 
signals departing from Φ and Ω (previously identified in Figures 4b and 4c). Other wave departures were 
observed between 0 and 1,000 km: at 200, 400, 800, and 1,000 km (Figure 6c). They corresponded to changes 
in direction of the bathymetry gradient (indicated with stick plot in Figure 6c).

In contrast, correlations of the zonal wind stress at Φ' and Ω' with the along-slope velocities over the 1,500-
m isobath (not shown) were not significant suggesting that non-propagating signals and the slow propaga-
tions were not forced by the local wind.
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Figure 6. (a) Mean wind stress (1993–2017) from ERA-interim, arrows represent direction and background is intensity (all in Pa). (b) Standard deviation of 
the zonal wind stress. (c) Lagged correlations between the zonal wind stress at Φ (53°S) and ocean along-slope velocities at 100 m above 300-m isobath over the 
25 years of GLORYS12 reanalysis. Only significant correlations are shown. Lagged correlations above the 1,500-m isobath are not significant (not shown). x-axis 
is the distance from Φ along the isobath, y-axis is the lag in days, and vertical lines correspond to location of points A, B, C, D, Φ, Ω, and Ψ shown in Figures 6a 
and 6b. Pink dots indicate locations where correlations with the wind were maximum at lag 1 day. Phase velocity was estimated as in Figure 4: between 108 and 
241 cm/s. Stick plot represents the bathymetry gradient along the slope at each colored dot shown in (a). Black arrow represents the north.
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Along-slope velocity composites shown in Figures 7b–7g were obtained from averaging maps for the dates 
when the amplitude of the along slope velocity filtered time series at Φ (Ω and Ψ, respectively) exceeded one 
standard deviation. (Figure 7a). This criterion selected about 1,350 (1,400) days for the positive (negative) 
events for each time series.

The composite maps of positive events (Figures 7b–7d) have similar spatial structures with an opposite sign 
to the negative ones consistent with wave dynamics.

The wind stress anomalies associated with the composites exhibited a well-defined anticyclonic/cyclonic 
structure centered around the Malvinas Islands with zonal wind anomalies at Φ (Figures 7b and 7e). The 
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Figure 7. (a) Time series of along-slope 110-day high-pass filtered velocity at 100 m above the 300- m isobath at Ω for 
2 years (2016–2017 as an example for sake of clarity). Units are in cm/s and shaded area corresponds to the standard 
deviation. (b–d) Along-slope velocity composites at 100 m. They were built considering the dates with velocities 
exceeding the standard deviation at Φ, Ω, and Ψ, respectively (positive phase). The arrows on (b) and (e) indicate the 
corresponding wind stress anomaly composite. (e–g) Same as (b–d) for the negative phase.
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wave departure locations identified in Figure 6c corresponded to the locations of the largest along-slope 
velocity anomalies (Figures 7b and 7e). A simultaneous wave departure was seen on the western side of 
East of Burwood Bank (EBB) Passage. As expected, the composite maps built from Ω time series are similar 
to those built from Φ. Composite maps exhibit complex cross-slope structure with changing sign veloci-
ties (Figures 7b–7g). The composite built from Ψ showed a weak velocity signal all along the shelf break 
intensified near Ψ, plus a signal over the 1,500-m isobath between 47°S and Ψ (Figures 7d and 7g). These 
observations were consistent with the superposition of two propagating patterns as seen in Figures 4d and 
4a, fast one along the shelf break and a slower one offshore above the 1,500-m isobath.

3.2. Idealized Ocean Response: Cross-Slope Modal Structure

We used the linear theory of Brink and Chapman (1987), which provides the modal structures of sub-iner-
tial frequency waves on a sloping bottom under idealized hypotheses (see Appendix). In spite of idealized 
assumptions such as a straight coastline with uniform shelf bathymetry, which is not the case of the Patago-
nian shelf break, the analysis provided some insight in the modal structure of TW. We computed cross-slope 
modal structures of TW along three sections across the Patagonian slope: the first one at 51°S where the 
slope is gentle and the bottom relatively shallow (2,000 m), the second one at 47°S where the upper slope is 
steeper, and the last one at 42°S showing an abrupt bathymetry (Figure 8). The four gravest modes and their 
dispersion curves for the three sections are shown in Appendix. Along the cross-slope sections, the modes 
are nearly barotropic, trapped at the shelf break and bottom intensified on the lower slope (see Appendix).

Along the three sections, we built velocity composites corresponding to the dates of significant peaks (above 
the standard deviation) in the along-slope velocities at 100  m above the 300-m isobath (Figure  8). The 
three velocity composites featured patterns reminiscent of theoretical modes 2, 3, and 4 (see Appendix). 
Modes 2, 3, and 4 dispersion curves provided theoretical phase velocities matching the observed one (about 
140–300 cm/s) for waves with periods ranging between 5 and 110 days and wavelengths varying from 500 
to 2,500 km. The theoretical mode is defined within a multiplicative factor (Brink, 1989); velocity maxima 
in the composite and the theoretical mode suggested a scaling factor of 6 × 108. Applying the factor scale to 
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Figure 8. (a) Location of the three sections examined in the appendix using Brink and Chapman's model. GLORYS12 velocity composites (in cm/s) were 
produced along the sections (b–g) for comparison with theory. They were built averaging fields at dates when filtered velocities at 100 m over the 300-m isobath 
exceeded the standard deviation. (b and c) Composite of filtered along-slope velocity along the blue section for positive (b) and negative (c) phases for the dates 
when the filtered velocity at 100 m over the 300-m isobath exceeds the standard deviation. (d and e) Composite of along-slope filtered velocity along the red 
section for positive (d) and negative (e) phases for the dates when the filtered velocity at 100 m over the 300-m isobath exceeds the standard deviation. (f–g) 
Composite of along-slope filtered velocity along the magenta section for positive (f) and negative (g) phases for the dates when the filtered velocity at 100 m 
over the 300-m isobath exceeds the standard deviation.
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the theoretical mode led to across-slope velocities of the order of 1 cm/s, consistent with the across-slope 
composites (not shown) and to vertical velocity estimates of the order of 5–20 m/day.

3.3. Period-Wavelength Spectrum of Along-Slope Velocities at 100 m Above the 300-m Isobath

The period-wavelength spectrum of along-slope velocities at 100 m above the 300-m isobath showed energy 
along patterns consistent with theoretical dispersion relations associated with shelf-break TW of modes 2, 3, 
and 4 propagating northward (Figure 9). The theoretical dispersion curves computed for several latitudes with 
different bottom steepness and mean flows (black and gray lines in Figure 9) show that, although the hypothe-
sis of an infinite constant slope is far from being satisfied, the theory provides insight into the dynamics.

We filtered Shelf Break Trapped Wave signals in three period bands (10–40, 30–90, and 80–110 days) and 
built the corresponding composites (not shown). We obtained similar patterns to those in Figure 7 with 
wavelengths increasing with periods as expected from theory.

3.4. Impact of the Shelf-Break Waves on the Onshore Jet

South of 42°S, the MC is organized in two relatively stable jets (Piola et al., 2013). The main jet straddles 
the 1,500-m isobath and corresponds to the main SAF and the largest current core, while the onshore jet 
associated with the northern branch of the SAF follows the 300-m isobath from West of Burwood Bank 
(WBB) at 55°S-44°S (Figure 1b). We investigated the potential relation between the fast propagating waves 
and the onshore jet. The positive phase of the wave corresponded to an intensification of the onshore jet 
along the shelf break from 55°S to 47°S (Figure 10a). Local along-slope velocity maxima at the shelf break 
were associated with the regions of wave departure (identified in Figure 6c). The onshore jet split into two 
branches at 51°S, where the 300- and 500-m isobaths diverge. The two branches merged in a single onshore 
strong jet at 47°S, where the two isobaths converge (Figure 10a). At 47°S, the onshore jet reached 40 cm/s 
near the surface (Figure 10b). In contrast, during the negative phase, the onshore jet core velocity dimin-
ishes (Figures 10c and 10d).

3.5. Sea Surface Anomalies Accompanying Fast Shelf-Break Waves

The GLORYS12 SLA composite maps built from velocity time series at Φ show a positive/negative signal 
(>4 cm) over the continental shelf consistent with the anticyclonic/cyclonic wind anomaly pattern creating 
convergence/divergence associated with the positive and negative phases of the wave (Figures 11b and 11e).
Stronger composite SLA patterns were observed on the shelf in the composite for Ω (Figures 11c and 11f).
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Figure 9. Frequency-wavenumber spectrum of along-slope velocities at 100 m depth above the 300 m isobath. Color 
bar units: velocity psd. Lines correspond to the dispersion relation for theoretical Shelf Break Trapped Wave (SBTW) 
modes at 51°S, 47°S, and 42°S (Figure A4 in Appendix) (green lines: mode 1; black lines: mode 2; gray lines: mode 3; red 
lines: mode 4).
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All along the shelf break, composite SLA values were small of the order of 2 cm; however, synoptic SLA 
values at Ω could reach peak values larger than 5 cm lasting less than 10 days (Figure 11a). The SLA com-
posites were consistent with the modes (2–4) predicted by Brink linear theory (Figure A5). In contrast, SLA 
composites for Ψ (Figures 11d and 11g) showed small amplitudes on the continental shelf (less than 2.5 cm) 
and a somewhat stronger mesoscale structure of opposite sign (3.5 cm) close to 42°S centered slightly off-
shore, reminiscent of slow propagating signals observed in Figure 4d.

4. Velocity Variations in the Core of the Malvinas Current

Lagged correlations of along-slope velocity anomalies at 100 m for each filter period are shown in Figure 13. 
The diagrams featured correlations decreasing with distance from Ω' suggesting continuous damping of the 
propagating signals along the slope (Figures 13a and 13c). The characteristic time of damping (amplitude 
reduced by half) was about 10 days for the 10–40-day band-passed signals, 20 days for the 30–90-day band-
passed signals, and about 100 days for the larger period signals. The 10–40 day band-pass filter selected waves 
with a period of about 20 days and a phase speed of 25 ± 1 cm/s between 700 and 1,400 km (Figure 13a). The 
30–90-day band-pass filter provided waves with a period of about 60 days and a phase speed of 20 ± 2 cm/s 
between 600 km (49°S) and 1,500 km (43°S) (Figure 13b). The 80–110-day band-pass filter delivered waves 
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Figure 10. (a) Along-slope velocities corresponding to the positive phase of the fast waves at 47°S (mean flow plus 
twice the composite of along-slope velocity anomalies from Figure 7b). The 47°S vertical section is shown (b). (b) 
Along-slope velocity at 47°S section corresponding to (a). (c) Same (a) for the negative phase. (d) Along-slope velocity at 
47°S section corresponding to (c). Color bar in cm/s.
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Figure 11. (a) Time series of GLORYS12 sea level anomaly (SLA) above the 300- m isobath at Ω (47°S). (b–g) Composite of model SLAs at the dates of the 
velocity composites shown in Figure 7. Units are in cm. Only significant values are shown. (b–d) SLA for the positive phase at Φ (53.5°S), Ω (47°S), and Ψ 
(41°S). (e–g) SLA for the negative phase. The arrows on (a) and (b) indicate the corresponding composite of the wind stress anomaly.
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with a period of about 100 days and a phase speed of 14 ± 1 cm/s between 300 and 1,500 km (Figure 13c). The 
correlation patterns for the three band-passed velocities changed between 1,400 and 1,800 km (between point 
C and Ψ', Figure 5a), at a location where the shelf break abruptly changes orientation (from north to northeast) 
and bottom slope steepens (Figures 13a–13c). There, phase velocities slightly increased. Beyond 2,000 km, 
lagged correlations indicated southwestward propagating patterns. We interpreted those as signals associated 
with the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. Between 1,600 and 2,000 km, the lagged composite diagrams suggested 
interferences between the northward propagating waves and signals from the Confluence.

Composite maps (Figure 14) were built selecting the days with a band-passed velocity amplitude at Ω' larger 
than the band-pass velocity standard deviation (Figure 12a): 1,429, 1,461, and 1,415 days were considered for 
the 20-, 60-, and 100-day period waves, respectively. The 20-, 60-, and 100-day period waves had along-slope 
wavelengths of about 450, 1,000, and 1,200 km, respectively (Figure 13), and featured an across-slope struc-
ture of mode with narrow cores of about 25, 40, and 50 km width, respectively (Figures 14a–14e; 14f–14j; 
14k–14o). Upstream 49°S, lagged composites suggested two paths, one from the northern Drake Passage 
and one from the deep argentine basin along the Malvinas Escarpment (Figure 1a). The two contributions 
combined around 49°S (around 600 km in Figures 13a–13c) where the distance between the 1,500-m iso-
bath from the Plateau and the 2,800-m isobath from the Escarpment reduces to 50 km (Figures 14a–14e; 
14f–14j; 14k–14o). Two deep passages in the North Scotia Ridge connect the Drake Passage to the Argentine 
Basin: EBB and Shag Rock Passage (SRP) (Figure 1a). The velocity anomaly in the composite maps over 
the Malvinas Plateau showed patterns suggesting that waves from Drake Passage may proceed through the 
two passages. This was in agreement with observations showing the SAF crossing the North Scotia Ridge 
through either EBB or SRP (Artana et al., 2016).

North of 43°S, the signal in the composite maps for the 20- and 60-day waves weakened and stretched along 
the shelf break, while the signals in the composite maps of the 100-day waves became patchy, an indication 
of interferences with signals coming from the Confluence.

The 60- and 100-day period waves were associated with consistent elongated SLA anomalies of 2–3 cm am-
plitude in the composites (Figures 15b and 15c), which clearly showed the two pathways from the Malvinas 
Plateau and Escarpment. Signals in the SLA composite for the 20-day period waves were blurry (Figure 15a) 
as these waves had shorter wavelengths, smaller widths, and were more rapidly damped in the model. In 
contrast, synoptic values of SLA could reach 7 cm for the 20-day period waves, 5 cm for the 60-day period 
waves, and 2 cm for the 100-day period waves (Figure 12b).
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Figure 12. GLORYS12 along-slope velocity anomalies (a) and sea level anomalies (b) time series (in black) for the year 
2013 above the 1,500-m isobath at Ω (47°S) and filtered time series with different band-pass filters: 10–40 days (green), 
30–90 days (red), and 80–110 days (blue). The three filtered time series are tentatively summed (gray curve).
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5. Summary and Discussion
We used GLORYS12 to examine velocity variations at periods larger than 10 days along the complex Pata-
gonian shelf break (variable direction and steepness). Comparisons with current-meter mooring data from 
the slope near the complex Brazil-Malvinas Confluence region are stringent tests for model performance. 
They showed that GLORYS12 lacked energy at periods less than 10 days (Figure 3). All along the slope, 
GLORYS12 reproduced peaks in SLA energy comparable to those from satellite altimetry, with however 
more energy at time scales shorter than 20 days.

Statistics over 25 years indicated three types of signals: signals in phase to the south of 47°S at the shelf 
break, fast propagating signals with phase speed ranging from 140 to 300 cm/s all along the shelf break, and 
slower signals in the core of the MC with propagation velocities ranging from 10 to 30 cm/s.

The large zonal wind stress variations south of 47°S were shown to force in-phase along-slope velocity 
variations and trigger fast propagating waves at specific locations of the shelf break (Figures 6 and 7). The 
fast waves (phase speed between 140 and 300 cm/s) departed from distinct sites corresponding to abrupt 
changes in the shelf-break orientation (Figure  6c). Along-slope velocity anomalies exceeded 15  cm/s at 
100 m depth (Figure 7a). The waves impacted the intensity of the inshore jet associated with the SAF-N 
(Figure 1), which varied from 0 to 30 cm/s at 100 m depth over the 25 years (Figure 10).

The GLORYS12 SLA response to the wind generating the fast waves was large on the continental shelf (SLA 
composite up to 6 cm) and smaller along the shelf break (composite of 3 cm). Synoptic SLA at the shelf 
break at 47°S reached peak values larger than 5 cm lasting less than 20 days (Figure 11). Therefore, tracking 
these waves in the present satellite altimetry maps could be challenging.
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Figure 13. (a) Lagged correlations of 10–40 day band-pass filtered along-slope velocities with the velocities at Ω (47°S), 
y-axis is the lag in days, x-axis is the distance along the slope above 1,500 m isobath. (b) Lagged correlations of 30–90-
day band-pass filtered along-slope velocities with the velocities at Ω (47°S), y-axis is the lag in days, x-axis is the distance 
along the slope. (c) Lagged correlations of 80–110-day band-pass filtered along-slope velocities with the velocities at 
Ω (47°S), y-axis is the lag in days, x-axis is the distance along the slope. Phase velocities estimated as in Figure 4: (a) 
25 ± 1, (b) 20 ± 1, and (c) 14 ± 1 cm/s.
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Although Brink's model is too idealistic (e.g., Brunner et  al.,  2019) and requires several assumptions 
such as a straight coastline with similar slope bathymetry, which are not fulfilled along the Patagonian 
shelf break, it provided guidance to the interpretation of those waves. Their phase speed and their spa-
tial structure across the slope corresponded to modes 2–4 in Brink's model (Figures 7–9). Their positive 
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Figure 14. (a–e) Lagged composites of 10–40-day band-pass filtered along-slope velocities at 100 m from the dates when the filtered velocity exceeds the 
standard deviation at Ω (47°S). (f–j) Lagged composites of 30–90-day band-pass filtered along-slope velocities at 100 m from the dates when the filtered velocity 
exceeds the standard deviation at Ω (47°S). (k–o) Lagged composites of 80–110-day band-pass filtered along-slope velocities at 100 m from the dates when the 
filtered velocity exceeds the standard deviation at Ω (47°S).
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stage featured increased northward along-slope velocity (5–20 cm/s) associated with inshore cross-slope 
velocities (1–2 cm/s). Scaling with Brink's theory predicted positive vertical velocities of the order 5–20 m/
day associated with inshore horizontal velocities of 1 cm/s in the positive phase (reverse in negative phase). 
Thus, the fast waves could contribute to enhance transport of nutrients from the MC onto the shelf. Short-
term moorings above the 200-m isobath at 41°S and 43.8°S provided evidences of upwelling events lasting 
5–10 days extending over 500 km at the shelf break and requiring vertical velocities of the order of 13–29 m/
day (Valla & Piola, 2015). The shelf-break fast waves in GLORYS12 had spatial and temporal velocity struc-
tures consistent with those of the observed upwelling events described in Valla and Piola (2015).

Three types of propagating waves in the core of the MC were identified. They correspond to periods of about 
20, 60, and 100 days; phase speeds of 0.26, 0.19, and 14 cm/s; along-slope wavelengths of 450, 1,000, and 
1,200 km, respectively; and to a cross-slope mode 2 or 3 with scales ranging from 25 to 50 km. These waves 
were not forced by the local winds. Composite velocity anomalies of the order of 6 cm/s (built from 1,429, 
1,461, and 1,415 cases for the 20-, 60-, and 100-day period waves), associated with these waves were tracked 
back to the Drake Passage and the Malvinas Escarpment (Figure 14). The forcing mechanisms and the up-
stream paths of the waves observed in the core of the MC need further investigation.

The waves in the core of the MC changed characteristics at 43°S, accelerated and propagated up to 41°S, 
where they interacted with perturbations coming from the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. Nonlinear pro-
cesses such as scattering, interferences with other signals, damping effects, interaction with the mean flow, 
refraction, and reflection are beyond the scope of this paper. The impact of the TW on the MC transport and 
location of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence is under investigation. Extreme transport maxima in the MC 
at 41°S were related with cyclonic eddies detached from the PF that propagate northward along the 400-m 
isobath (Artana et al., 2018a). The significant energetic peaks in a 30–110-day period band found in the 
MC transport at 41°S and in the velocity time series associated with the subducted inner branch of the MC 
at 37°S (Artana et al., 2019) could be associated with TW. Theoretical works also suggested that TW could 
affect the position of the encounter of the Brazil and Malvinas Current (Lebedev & Nof, 1997).

Appendix: Trapped Waves at 51°S, 47°S, and 42°S from Brink and 
Chapman (1987) Linear Model
Brink and Chapman (1987) considered a linear, inviscid problem with constant rotation, horizontally uni-
form stratification (N(z)), and an alongshore nonvarying bottom topography (h(x)). Brink and Chapman's 
toolbox computes modal structures from bottom topography h(x), offshore stratification N2(z), mean flow 

w
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Figure 15. (a) Lag 0 composites of 10–40-day band-pass filtered sea level anomalies (SLAs) from GLORYS12 
corresponding to selected dates used in Figure 13c. (b) Lag 0 composites of 30–90 day band-pass filtered SLAs 
corresponding to selected dates used in Figure 13h. (c) Lag 0 composites of 80–110-day band-pass filtered SLAs 
corresponding to selected dates used in Figure 13m.
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(V(x, z)), for a given frequency and wavenumber. We applied the toolbox to three sections (51°S, 47°S, and 
42°S) shown in Figure A1a (pink, red, and blue). Following GLORYS12 mean flow values of the Malvinas 
Current, the idealized mean flow, V(x,z), is composed of one or two northward jets depending on the section 
(Figures A1b–A1d). Taking into account the two-jet structure intensified the mode in the vicinity of the jets. 
Similarly, following GLORYS12, we chose an idealized stratification weak and uniform along the Malvinas 
Current (Figure A1f).

POLI ET AL. 17 of 21
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Figure A1. Setup conditions for Brink and Chapman's model application: (a) Bathymetry with the three sections under consideration. (b–d) Idealized mean 
along-slope velocities for the three sections (51°S, 47°S, and 42°S), x-axis is the distance in km. (e) Mean Burger number is a function of the distance along each 
section. x-axis is the distance in km and y-axis is the Burger number. (f) Mean Brunt Vaisala frequency at 300 km for each section. x-axis is the Brunt Vaisala 
frequency in S − 1, y-axis is depth in meters.
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The structure of the modes is dependent on the Burger number: S = (α Ν/f)2 with α the cross-shore 
slope in m/m, N the mean coastal Brünt-Väisälä frequency, and f the Coriolis parameter (Figure A1e). 
Small values of S (S < 1) correspond to fast propagating barotropic shelf waves, where the rotation 
dominates over gravity, while a large value (S  >  1) of S corresponds to slow-propagating baroclinic 
waves. S along the three cross-slope sections was lower than 1 suggesting barotropic modes. The three 
modes featured larger velocity anomalies near the shelf break for the three sections (Figure A2). The 
mode 3 featured inshore across slope velocity associated with positive vertical velocities for the three 
sections (Figure A3).

For 1,500 km (consistent with the length of the Patagonian slope of the order of 3,000 km), the theory 
provided waves with periods ranging between 1 and 30 days and phase speeds between 30 and 800 cm/s 
(Figures A4a and A4b). We focused on probably realistic wavelengths ranging between 600 and 1,500 km 
for which theory predicts low dispersive modes 2–4 waves (Figure A4b) with phase speeds ranging from 50 
to 300 cm/s (Figure A4b).

Data Availability Statement
The satellite data and model outputs are available at Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring 
Service (CMEMS; http://marine.copernicus.eu/) and the in situ data are available at SEANOE (www.
seanoe.org; cf. https://doi.org/10.17882/51479, https://doi.org/10.17882/51483, and https://doi.
org/10.17882/51492).
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Figure A2. First four gravest modes of along-isobath velocity computed from Brink and Chapman (1987) toolbox at 51°S, 47°S, and 42°S (pink, red, and blue 
sections in Figure A1) (the velocities are normalized by an arbitrary factor – their units are consistent). x-axis is across-slope distance; y-axis is the depth.
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Figure A3. Across-isobath and vertical velocity components associated with modes 3 and 4 along section 51°S, 47°S, and 42°S (shown in Figure A1). Scaling as 
in Figure A2. Zoom on the upper 1,000 m. Positive across-slope velocity corresponds to velocity from the shelf to the open ocean and positive vertical velocity 
corresponds to upwards velocity.

Figure A4. (a) Dispersion curves for the first four gravest modes of the 51°S section (pink), 47°S section (red), and for 42°S section (blue). x-axis is the 
wavelength in km, y-axis is the period in days. Thick lines correspond to mode 1, thick lines with dots to mode 2, thick dashed lines to mode 3, and dashed lines 
to mode 4. (b) Phase velocity computed for each mode (same color code as a). x-axis is wavelength in km and y-axis is the velocity in m/s.
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Chapter 3

Topographically Trapped Waves

around South America with periods

between 40 and 130 days in a global

ocean reanalysis : An Oceanic

teleconnection between the equatorial

Pacific and the tropical Atlantic.

In the previous study, we highlighted the existence of fast propagating trapped waves along the patag-

onian shelf break. The variance preserving spectra (Figure 2 in Poli et al.,2020) shows latitudinnally

continuous peaks at periods between 40 and 130 days partly due to the waves described in Poli et al.,2020.

Interestingly, some peaks around 50, 70 and 110 days seems to come from the Drake Passage. These

results motivate us to investigate the propagation of fast waves at period ranging between 40 and 130

days. Following the same methodology , we extend our analysis to the entire South American coast from

47



the Pacific to the Atlantic .
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1. Introduction
The South American continental slope hosts a variety of sub-inertial trapped waves (TWs) propagating with the 
coast to their left with periods ranging from few days to months (Clarke, 1992; Brink, 1982, Figure 1a). TWs 
have been documented both on the Pacific and Atlantic continental slope from in-situ data and model studies.

The Pacific Ocean equatorial dynamics, mainly modulated by the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and 
the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) impact the South American continental slope through atmospheric and 
oceanic teleconnections (e.g., Conejero et al., 2020; Madden & Julian, 1994; Sprintall et al., 2020). Equatorial 
Kelvin Waves, forced by large scale wind stress anomalies, travel eastward and reach the western American coast 
where part of their energy excites weakly dissipative TWs which propagate southward along the continental slope 
(Clarke & Shi, 1991; Kessler et al., 1995; Roundy & Kiladis, 2006; Sprintall et al.,2020). Indeed, propagation of 
sea level and along-shore velocity anomalies along the Pacific side at subseasonal periods (50, 70, and 120 days) 
have been documented (e.g., Clarke & Ahmed, 1999; Pizarro et al., 2001). The observed TWs had speeds compa-
rable to the first and second mode of coastal Kelvin waves (order of 2 m/s) and spatial structures consistent with 
those predicted by linear theory (Brink, 1982; Illig et al., 2018).

On the Atlantic side, local wind anomalies over the southern Patagonian platform and around 40°S trigger north-
ward propagating shelf-break and coastal TWs with rather short periods ranging between 5 and 30 days (Freitas 
et al., 2021; Poli et al., 2020). Waves depart at distinct sites corresponding to abrupt changes in the shelf-break 
orientation (Poli et al., 2020). North of the Abrolhos Plateau (AP; 22°S) the width of the shelf reduces dramati-
cally which makes this region a hotspot for wave energy dissipation (Freitas et al., 2021).

Signatures of lower frequency TWs have also been observed from in situ and satellite data and model outputs 
on the Atlantic side. Vivier et al. (2001) observed energetic peaks at intraseasonal timescales (between 50 and 
110 days) in velocity spectra from current meter mooring data, located at 41°S on the Atlantic continental slope. 

Abstract The South American continental slope hosts a variety of topographic waves. We use a 27-year-
long global ocean reanalysis (1/12° Spatial resolution) to examine trapped waves (TWs) around South America 
at periods ranging from 40 to 130 days. The waves propagate from the Equatorial Pacific to the Tropical 
Atlantic (22°S) with phase velocities between 1.8 and 7 m/s according to the local background characteristics, 
such as stratification, slope steepness, latitude, mean flow and shelf width. The Madden-Julian Oscillation 
(MJO) plays a key role in forcing the TWs in two ways (a) through an oceanic connection implying equatorial 
Kelvin waves reaching the western American Coast and (b) through an atmospheric teleconnection enhancing 
southerly winds in the south-east Pacific. Furthermore, local winds, not necessarily linked with the MJO, 
modulate and trigger waves in specific locations, such as the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. Trapped waves 
impact the along-shore currents: during the positive phase of the waves the near-surface flow is enhanced by 
about 0.1 m/s.

Plain Language Summary Several waves propagate around South America from the Equatorial 
Pacific to the Tropical Atlantic (22°S) along the continental slope. The waves propagate relatively fast with 
velocities varying between 1.8 and 7 m/s depending on the local background for example, the continental 
slope geometry. Two forcing mechanisms were identified: a Pacific Equatorial forcing associated with climatic 
indices and a local wind forcing at specific locations such as the south-east Pacific and the Brazil-Malvinas 
Confluence. The waves impact the along-shore currents: the flow is modulated by about 0.1 m/s.
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They suggested that those peaks could be related with TW propagating from the Pacific following the southern 
edge of South America and continuing their propagation in the Atlantic along the Patagonian slope. Hughes and 
Meredith (2006) identified strong coastal satellite sea level anomalies (SLA) correlations between the eastern and 
western side of South America resulting from the propagation of TWs from the Equatorial Pacific (EP) to the 
Patagonian shelf. Combes and Matano (2019) investigated the influence of remote wind forcing on low frequency 
(periods ≥60 days) SLA over the Patagonian platform with model experiments. They highlighted the influence 
of EP dynamics and winds along the southern Chilean coast in forcing SLA on the Patagonian Platform through 
TWs.

Modifications of the TW structures are expected along the propagation due to changing background. Indeed, 
the South American Pacific and Atlantic sides present contrasted characteristics regarding seafloor topography 
(Figure 1a) and ocean circulation (Figures 1b and 1c). The Pacific coast has a quasi-meridional orientation and 
the continental slope is steep (100 m/km) north of 38°S (subduction zone with a fault reaching 6,000 m depth) 
and more gentle (60 m/km) to the south. On the Atlantic side, the continental platform is wide in the south 
(1,000 km wide at 50°S) and very narrow to the north of 22°S. The shelf break is rather sinuous and the continen-
tal slope gentle in the southern part (20 m/km around the Malvinas Islands) and steeper (50 m/km) north of 46°S. 
Currents along the Pacific slope, the northward Humbolt Current north of 42°S and the poleward Cape Horn 
Current south of 45°S, are rather weak, seasonally varying with mean velocities of the order of few cm/s (e.g., 

Figure 1. (a) Bathymetry (in m) used in GLORYS12. The colored track follows the 300 m isobath marking the shelf break. 
(b) Mean surface velocity (m/s) (arrows and amplitude in color). The arrows corresponding to velocities larger than 10 cm/s 
are from GLORYS12 over 1993–2019. (c) Mean eddy kinetic energy (m 2/s 2). Isobaths 6000, 5000, 3000, 2000, 300 are 
indicated in gray.
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Strub et al., 2019). In contrast, the western boundary currents on the Atlantic side are strong with the Malvinas 
Current (MC), an emanation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, flowing northward with surface velocities 
reaching 0.6 m/s and the poleward Brazil Current with surface velocities of 0.3 m/s (Figure 1b). The encounter of 
these two currents around 40°S generates strong eddy kinetic energy (≥0.1 m 2/s 2, Figure 1c) making the western 
Atlantic one of the most energetic region of the world's oceans. In contrast the eddy kinetic energy on the Pacific 
side is rather weak (≤0.01 m 2/s 2; Figure 1c).

We aim at revisiting TWs propagating around South America focusing on the propagation and evolution and inves-
tigating the forcing mechanisms. We take advantage of the 27 years global ocean reanalysis GLORYS12 which 
provides a tridimensional view of the ocean state. Previous works have assessed the performance of GLORYS12 
in the MC system and in the Drake Passage (DP) and showed the skills of the reanalysis in reproducing the circu-
lation and the hydrography of the region (Artana et al., 2018, 2019; Poli et al., 2020). In Section 2 we present 
the GLORYS12 reanalysis which we further validate comparing model SLA with observations from tide gauges 
located around South America. We present the linear theoretical model (Brink, 1982) which provided guidance 
for our study. In Section 3, we explore the sea level spectral content around South America and the propagation 
characteristics of the waves. Section 4 investigates the wave occurrences, the forcing mechanism, the vertical 
structure and the impact on along-shore velocities around South America. Section 5 summarizes and concludes.

2. Data and Method
2.1. GLORYS12 Reanalysis

The high-resolution (1/12°) global Mercator Ocean reanalysis (hereafter GLORYS12) has been developed in 
the framework of the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS, http://marine.coperni-
cus.eu/) and covers the period from 1993 to 2019 (Lellouche et al., 2021). The ocean surface is forced by the 
global ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. 
The model assimilates observations using a reduced-order Kalman filter with a 3-D multivariate modal decom-
position of the background error and a 7-day assimilation cycle (Lellouche et al., 2021). The model assimilates 
jointly along track satellite altimetric data, satellite sea surface temperature, sea-ice concentration, and in situ 
temperature and salinity vertical profiles (Lellouche et al., 2021). Artana et al. (2018) evaluated the performance 
of the reanalysis GLORYS12 over the MC and found a good agreement with observations. We further exam-
ine GLORYS12 performance comparing GLORYS12 SLA with tide gauges and satellite altimetric data. Daily 
filtered tide gauges data were downloaded from the sea level center of the University of Hawaii (http://uhslc.
soest.hawaii.edu/data/) and the daily satellite data is the delayed time multi-satellite gridded product (with a grid 
spacing of 1/4°) produced by Ssalto/Duacs and distributed by CMEMS (http://marine.copernicus.eu/). The maps 
are produced using an optimal interpolation method applied to altimeter observations (Pujol et al., 2016). Due 
to the filtering properties the effective temporal resolution is not 1 day, rather 20 days and the effective spatial 
resolution in mid-latitudes is 200 km (Ballarotta et al., 2019).

We show comparisons for the years 2015–2016 which feature the largest tide gauge data return. Those years 
correspond to a period of high ENSO activity. We computed the SLA standard deviations (stds), The correlation 
and root mean square error (corr and rmse) between tide gauges and GLORYS12 time series and between tide 
gauges and satellite altimetry time series (Table 1). Tide gauges data are not assimilated in GLORYS12. Collocal-
ized GLORYS12 SLA are well correlated with tide gauge data (above 0.5 above 99% significance level, Table 1) 
and match tide gauge data better than collocalized satellite altimetry product does (larger correlation [ corr ] and 
smaller root-mean-square error [ rmse ], Table 1). GLORYS12 SLA time series feature smaller stds than the tide 
gauges suggesting that the signal amplitude is in general underestimated by about 20%–40% in GLORYS12 
(Table 1).

As an example, GLORYS12 SLA provides a spectrum at Arica with similar peaks to the tide gauge data spec-
trum in the period range 10–50 days whereas satellite altimetry spectrum shows discrepancies in the energy peak 
locations (Figure 2b). Distance-time SLA diagram along a track following the 300 m isobath show coherent SLA 
patterns around South America (Figure 2c). Correlations between GLORYS12 SLA signal on the track and the 
nearest tide gauge are still significant above 99% on the Pacific side and decrease on the Atlantic side probably 
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due to the large shelf width in the south (not shown). The coherent SLA patterns observed in GLORYS12 are 
somewhat blurred in the satellite SLA distance-time diagram (Figure 2d).

2.2. Modal Structures of Trapped Waves From Linear Theory

Trapped Waves under the long wave assumption (sub-inertial frequencies and along-shore scales larger than the 
shelf width), can be described as a sum of modes whose spatial structure, phase and group velocities depend upon 
the cross-shore topography, stratification and mean flow (Brink, 1982). The structure of the waves depends on 
the Burger Number Bu𝐴𝐴 =

𝛼𝛼2𝑁𝑁2

𝑓𝑓2
 , with α the bathymetry gradient, N 2 the mean Brunt-Väisälä frequency averaged 

in the vertical and f the Coriolis parameter (Huthnance, 1978). The Burger number expresses the ratio between 
density stratification in the vertical and earth's rotation in the horizontal. Bu < 1 indicates barotropic dynamics 
and Bu > 1 baroclinic dynamics. The phase speed and vertical characteristics of the waves depend upon the 
baroclinicity. Brink  (2018) considered a linear, inviscid problem with constant rotation, horizontally uniform 
stratification (N(z)), and an along-shore non-varying bottom topography (h(x)). Brink and Chapman developed 
a toolbox that computes modal structures from bottom topography h(x), offshore stratification N 2(z), mean flow 
(V (x, z)), for a given frequency and wavenumber, by resolving the linearized primitive equations (available 
at: https://darchive.mblwhoilibrary.org/handle/1912/10527). The dispersion curves and the wave structures were 
examined at four sections: at PN located at 25°S and PS at 50°S on the Pacific side and AS at 47°S and AN at 
31°S on the Atlantic side (Figure 3a). The three first gravest modes are shown in Appendix A.

2.3. Climate Indices: El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO)

We use the detrended ENSO index (Niño 3.4) available at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/correlation/nina34. data El 
Niño or La Niña events are defined when the Niño 3.4 SSTs exceed ±0.4°C for a period of 6 months or more.

We also use the Original OLR MJO Index (MJO OOMI) available at https://psl.noaa.gov/mjo/mjoindex/. The 
index is a projection of 30–96 days eastward-only filtered OLR onto the spatial EOF patterns of 30–96 days 
eastward filtered OLR. This index indicates the activity and the phase of the oscillation (Kiladis et al., 2014).

2.4. ERA-Interim

We use winds (U10m and V10m) from ERA-Interim global atmospheric reanalysis provided by the European 
Center for Medium Range Weather forecast available at https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanaly-
sis-datasets/era-interim. The system includes a four-dimensional variational analysis (4D-Var) with a 12-hr anal-
ysis window for the assimilation. The spatial resolution is approximately 80 km with 60 vertical levels in from 
the surface to 0.1 hPa (Dee et al., 2011).

Tide Gauges (std in m)

GLORYS12 Altimetry

corr rmse (m) std (m) corr rmse (m) std (m)

Arica (0.06) 0.88 0.03 0.05 0.46 0.05 0.04

Antofagasta (0.06) 0.80 0.04 0.04 0.6 0.05 0.03

Caldeira (0.05) 0.80 0.03 0.04 0.62 0.04 0.03

Valparaiso (0.06) 0.66 0.04 0.04 0.36 0.05 0.04

Puerto Mont (0.08) 0.37 0.07 0.04 0.13 0.08 0.04

Ushuaia (0.17) 0.60 0.13 0.06 0.41 0.15 0.06

Puerto Madryn (0.18) 0.50 0.17 0.17 0.26 0.19 0.12

Mar del Plata (0.23) 0.78 0.10 0.17 0.32 0.20 0.08

Table 1 
Statistics of the Comparison Between GLORYS12 SLA, Satellite Altimetry and Tide Gauge Data at the Tide Gauge 
Location
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Figure 2. (a) Track along the 300 m isobath (brown curve) and tide gauge locations on the South American coastline. (b) Variance preserving spectra of SLA from 
GLORYS12, tide gauge (TG) and satellite altimetry at Arica. Dashed lines correspond to 95% confidence level (CL). Y-axis in m 2. (c) SLA distance-time diagram 
along the 300 m isobath from GLORYS12 for the period 2015–2016. X-axis is time (mm/yy) and Y-axis distance in kilometer along the track. Black (Atlantic side) and 
magenta (Pacific side) curves correspond to tide gauge data time-series with secondary y-axis (to the right) in meter. Magenta y-axis for Arica (Ar), Antofagasta (An), 
Caldeira (C), Valparaiso (V), Puerto Mont (PMT), and the black y-axis for Ushuaia (U), Puerto Madryn (PM), and Mar del Plata (MP). (d) Same as (c) for SLA satellite 
altimetry data.
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3. Coherent SLA Propagation Around South America: 27 Years Overview and 
Statistics
3.1. Spectral Content

We examined the spectral content of SLA following the 300 m isobath (Figure 3a) and focused on the 10-150-day 
period range (Figure 3b). Four regions stand out in the spectrum: the EP (0 km), the DP (5,000–6000 km), the 
Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (BMC, 8,500–9,000 km), and the AP(11,000 km; Figures 3b and 3c).

The energy at periods shorter than 30 days between 6,000 and 8,000 km is associated with locally wind-forced 
TWs propagating northward along the Patagonian shelf documented by Poli et al. (2020) and between 10,000 

Figure 3. (a) Bathymetry (in m) and track following the South American shelf break (300 m isobath). Labels along the track indicate distance from 10°S to 78°W (off 
Peru). (b) Period – distance spectrum for SLA along the track around South America (bottom colorbar in cm 2). The colored line to the left of the y-axis indicates the 
position along the track (same colors as Figure 3a). Y-axis is distance along the track in kilometer and x-axis periods in days (log scale). (c) Standard deviation of sea 
level along the track (y-axis as in (b)) and x-axis in cm. PN, PS, AS, and AN correspond to the location of the four sections indicated in (a). EP, PC, DP, PS, BMC, and 
AB stand for Equatorial Pacific, Peru-Chile, Drake Passage, Brazil-Malvinas Confluence, and Abrolhos Plateau respectively.
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and 13,000 km with those documented by Freitas et al. (2021). The SLA spectrum shows coherent energy peaks 
at periods ranging between 40 and 130 days all along the 300 m isobath. The energy is larger at DP and at the 
BMC where the SLA std along the 300 m isobath shows large peaks (Figures 3b and 3c). The coherent patterns 
between 40 and 130 days in Figure 3b suggest teleconnections between EP and Tropical Atlantic through TWs.

SLA wavelength-period spectra were produced considering the whole track following the 300  m isobath 
(Figure 4a). The spectrum indicates a cyclonic propagation of waves that is with the coast to the left (Figure 4a). 
The energy is particularly concentrated at periods between 40 and 130 days and wavelengths between 6,000 and 
12,000 km. Energy peaks are consistent with theoretical modal dispersion curves computed with Brink's toolbox 
for the AS, AN, PS, and PN sections of Figure 3.

AS shows the largest phase speeds while the lowest ones are found on the Pacific side at PN. Therefore in 
Figure  4a we show the theoretical dispersion curves corresponding to the three gravest modes of these two 
extreme cases (AS in red and PN in green). The theoretical dispersion curves at PS and AN are located between 
those of PN and AS. Phase velocities range between 2 and 7 m/s for mode 1, between 1.4 and 3 m/s for mode 2, 
and between 1 and 1.5 m/s for mode three.

The difference in phase speeds reflects distinct background characteristics such as slope steepness and stratifi-
cation. Indeed, the Burger number (Bu, Figure 4b) quantifies the impact of those parameters on the baroclinicity 
of the wave, when Bu > 1 the wave is expected to be baroclinic and when Bu < 1 barotropic. The theory predicts 
faster propagation for barotropic waves.

Figure 4b suggests a rather baroclinic structure on the Pacific side of South America and on the Atlantic side 
to the north of 38°S and a barotropic structure in the south of the Patagonian platform. This is consistent with 
theoretical phase speeds. The continuity of energy peaks between 40 and 130 days shown in Figure 3 and the 
contrasting phase velocities (Figure 4a) around South America could be indicative of an energy transfer between 
modes induced by the changing slope steepness and orientation, stratification and mean flow along the path 
(Figures 1 and 4b).

3.2. Coherent Propagative SLA Patterns and Their Phase Speeds

To isolate the low frequency waves propagating around South America we band-pass filtered model outputs 
between 40 and 130 days. Lagged correlations between a 27-year-long time series of filtered SLA at 60°W 47°S 
(300 m isobath at AS) and the SLA field show a coherent propagative signal coming from the EP (Figure 5). Lag 
0 and lag −30 days show similar patterns with opposite signs suggesting a period of about 60–70 days and wave-
length of about 12,000 km (Figure 5). The correlation reduces drastically at 22°S indicating a hotspot of wave 
energy loss probably associated with the abrupt change of the coast orientation near the AP.

We computed the Burger number (Bu) as well as the shelf width along the path (Figure 6a) and lagged corre-
lations between 27-year-long time series of filtered SLA collocated along the track and SLA time series at PN 
(Figure 6b), PS (Figure 6c), AS (Figure 6d), and AN (Figure 6e). The lagged correlations show similar propaga-
tion patterns with a period of about 60/70 days. The wave periods are slightly shorter at the southern sections AS 
and PS (about 60 days) and larger at AN and PN (about 66 days) probably due to changes in the Coriolis param-
eter (Figure 6f). Propagation speed ranges from 1.8 m/s to 2.8 m/s between the EP (0 km) and DP (6,000 km). 
The wave then accelerates along the Patagonian shelf reaching speeds of about 4–7 m/s and then slows down to 
1.8 m/s after the BMC. Interestingly Figures 6b–6d show a blurred signal and a decay in the correlation to the 
north of AN indicating that waves propagating from the Pacific strongly attenuate around 11,000 km. In contrast, 
correlations in panel d reflect a net northward propagating pattern with phase speed of 1.8 m/s to the north of AN. 
These correlations to the north of AN suggest a local wave forcing around AN (Figure 6e).

Bu is less than one (Figure 6a) along the Patagonian slope, where waves propagate faster, and exceeds one else-
where where waves are slower, which is consistent with theory. Theory also predicts faster propagation speed over 
larger continental shelf as observed along the Patagonian platform where the width exceeds 500 km (Figure 6a).
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4. Trapped Waves Evolution Around South America
4.1. Waves Occurrences and Climate Indices

Figure 7a presents a distance-time diagram along the track following the 300 m isobath of filtered SLA from 1993 
to 2019. Striking features are the intermittent coherent SLA propagative patterns from 0 to 12,000 km. Between 
3,000 and 6000 km the SLA signal is more continuous in time suggesting a local reinforcement. The SLA signal 
associated with the BMC clearly appears at 9,000 km. Several propagative SLA signals seem to be generated 
intermittently at the Confluence (e.g., in 2010) possibly corresponding to the signal seen to the north of AN in 
Figure 6e.

Figure 4. (a) SLA wavelength-period spectrum for the entire track over 27 years. X-axis is wavelength in kilometer and 
y-axis periods in days. The curves represent the theoretical dispersion relations for the first three gravest modes at PN (green) 
and AS (red) sections computed with Brink's toolbox (cf. Section 2.2). Colorbar units: SLA power spectral density. (b) Mean 
Burger number (𝐴𝐴

𝛼𝛼2𝑁𝑁2

𝑓𝑓2
 with α the slope, N the vertically averaged Brunt Väisälä frequency and f the Coriolis parameter) from 

GLORYS12 over the 1993–2019 period. Black contour is Bu = 1.
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We produced envelopes of filtered SLA intensity time series at the intersection of the sections and the 300 m 
isobath (Figure  7b). The envelopes were computed using smoothing a spline method. The envelopes can be 
considered as a proxy of the wave activity (Roundy & Kiladis, 2006). Most of the time the envelopes at PN, PS, 
AS, and AN are in phase. The amplitude at PS is generally larger (in pink in Figure 7b) corresponding to the 
intensified signal mentioned above. At times, the signal is larger at AN (in yellow in Figure 7b; e.g., in 2010) as 
observed in Figure 7a.

The envelope time series seem to be modulated over time featuring larger values during the following periods: 
1997–1998, 2002–2005, 2009–2010, 2015–2016 and 2019, corresponding to El-Niño periods as illustrated with 
El Niño 3.4 index in Figure 7c.

The strong wave activity around South America starts before the El Niño episodes which is consistent with equa-
torial kelvin waves preceding (and generating) El Niño events (Hendon et al., 1998; Kessler & Kleeman, 2000; 
McPhaden, 1999; Roundy & Kiladis., 2006). The wave activity around South America lasts during each El Niño 
period. Therefore the El Niño phenomena seem to modulate the wave activity at low frequency (>3 years).

The MJO (Madden & Julian, 1994) with a characteristic periods of 50 days is an important mechanism in the 
generation of Equatorial Kelvin waves (Roundy & Kiladis, 2006). Indeed, the OOMI index Amplitude time series 
(see Section 2.3) seems to mimic the SLA envelope time series (Figure 7d).

Figure 5. Lagged correlation of SLA with SLA time series at 47°S 60°W (magenta diamond on AS section) for the period 
1993–2019. SLA was band-pass filtered between 40 and 130 days. Lags are indicated in white. Only significant correlations 
are colored.
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We produce lagged correlation-distance diagram between 40 and 130 day filtered SLA along the track and MJO 
OOMI index (PC1; Section 2.3) over the 27 years (Figure 8).

The correlations are significant, large (absolute value of r ≥ 0.3) and coherent with the propagative patterns 
observed in Figure 6 (same phase speeds and periods). The maximum correlations are obtained at lag 30 days 
at EP (−10°S), lag 43 days at PN, lag 56 days at PS and lag 60 days at AS and lag 63 days at AN. The lagged 
correlations suggest that the MJO plays a major role in forcing the waves propagating around South America. 
However, intensification and generation observed in particular at PS and AN (Figure 6), hint at local processes. 
We explore the role of local wind in the following section.

Figure 6. (a) Mean Burger number along the track in purple shade (black Y-axis on the right). Black line is Bu = 1. Red 
curve is shelf width in kilometer along the track (left red Y-axis). The colorbar indicates distance and latitude along the track 
as in Figure 3a. (b) Lag correlation diagram between SLA along the track and SLA at PN (27-year-long time series). (c) Same 
as b for SLA at PS. (d) Same as b for SLA at AS. (e) Same as b for SLA at AN. Only significant correlations are colored. A 
linear fit of maximum correlations provide estimates of the phase velocities. (f) Lagged correlations for each section (PN, PS, 
AS, and AN). X-axis is lag in days and y-axis correlation coefficient. 95% confidence level is 0.1. All SLA time series were 
band-pass filtered between 40 and 130 days.
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4.2. Wind Forcing

Regression maps of the band-pass filtered SLA averaged around the southern tip of South America onto wind 
components were performed at many lags. Only regressions with the meridional component show conclusive 
results. Indeed, the regression maps of the band-pass filtered SLA averaged around the southern tip of South 
America onto the meridional component of the wind show a distinctive negative pattern (above 99% CL) around 
South America from lag −10 to 5 days. This pattern, maximum at lag −10 days (Figures 9a and 9b), moves west-
ward and attenuates at lag 5 days (not shown).

Figure 7. (a) Distance-time diagram of 40–130 days band-pass filtered sea level anomalies along the track following the 300 
m isobath for the 1993–2019 period from GLORYS12. X-axis is time in years, Y-axis is distance along the track in kilometer. 
Color bar is SLA in meter. The four sections are indicated. (b) Envelope of filtered SLA amplitude at the location of the four 
sections in meter. (c) Detrended SST anomalies from El Niño 3.4 (in °C). (d) Original OLR Madden-Julian Index Amplitude 
(normalized – see Section 2.3).

Figure 8. Lagged correlation-distance diagram between 40 and 130 day filtered SLA along the track following the 300 m 
isobath and MJO OOMI index (PC1) computed over 27 years (1993–2019). Y-axis is lag in days, X-axis is distance along the 
track in kilometer. The upper colorbar indicate the position along the track as in Figure 1a. PN, PS, AS, and AN locations are 
marked with vertical color lines.
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This negative pattern corresponds to northerly winds which, through Ekman 
transport, increase the positive SLA signal along the Pacific coast and 
decrease the positive SLA on the Atlantic side. Thus the local meridional 
winds reinforce the wave amplitude on the Pacific side and reduce it on the 
Atlantic side. This explains why the observed SLA signal is stronger at PS 
than AS (Figure 7). Interestingly, the negative wind pattern shows up in the 
regression between the MJO and the meridional component of the wind at 
lag 35 days (Figure 9c). This suggests that the MJO forces TWs in two ways: 
through an oceanic connection implying equatorial Kelvin waves reach-
ing PN at lag 43 days (Figure 8) and trough an atmospheric teleconnection 
enhancing northerly winds at lag 35 days and contributing to the reinforce-
ment or generation of TWs along the southern Pacific coast. This implies 
that the atmospheric teleconnection reaches PS before the oceanic one. Most 
of TWs manage to cross the BMC and attenuate downstream (Figure 7a). As 
mentioned in the previous section, some waves seem to be locally generated 
at the confluence (Figure 6e). We therefore explore possible local wind forc-
ing. The regression maps of the band-pass filtered SLA averaged north of 
the BMC (pink line at 35°S in Figure 9d) show a positive (southerly) wind 
pattern at lag 0 located at the confluence. This southerly wind could possi-
bly force the TWs only observed north of the confluence in the Hovmöller 
diagram in Figure 7.

4.3. Wave Vertical Structure and Influence on the Mean Flow

The mean flow on the Pacific slope shows a rather baroclinic structure (PN and PS) with weak southward currents 
(core of 0.1 m/s; Figure 10, upper two panels of the first column). In contrast, the strong MC flows along the 
Patagonian slope with a barotropic equivalent structure and is organized in two jets with mean cores velocities of 
0.2 m/s and 0.6 m/s at AS (Artana et al., 2021). Further North, at AN, the flow shows a baroclinic structure with 
mean southward surface velocities of 0.3 m/s of the Brazil Current above a northward flow at 700 m (Figure 10, 
lower two panels of the first column).

To explore the vertical structure of the waves, we produced composites of filtered along-shore velocity anomalies 
(40–130 days) at the four sections corresponding to the positive phase of the waves (Figure 10, second column). 
The events are selected from dates when the filtered SLA is larger than two standard deviation at the 300 m 
isobath of each section. We applied the same procedure to compute the composite of the along-shore velocity 
anomalies corresponding to the negative phase of the waves (not shown) selected from dates with SLA lower 
than minus two standard deviations. These criteria selected 22, 23, 19, and 29 positive events and 25, 25, 24, 
and 18 negative events for PN, PS, AS, and AN, respectively. The composites of along-shore velocity anomalies 
of positive events and negative events feature similar patterns of opposite sign (not shown), suggesting that the 
criteria selected positive and negative phase of the waves.

The along-shore velocity anomaly composites feature a rather baroclinic structure at PN, PS, and AN and a baro-
tropic structure at AS (Figure 10 second column). The associated velocity anomalies reach 0.1 m/s on the Pacific 
slope, decrease at AS (≤0.05 m/s) and intensify to the north at AN (≥0.15 m/s).

In their positive phase, the waves strengthen the rather weak southward surface mean flow at PN and at PS 
(from 0.05 m/s to 0.2 m/s), intensify the onshore jet of the MC current (between 0 and 100 km, from) at AS, and 
enhance the subsurface northward jet (between 50 and 100 km) at AN (Figure 10, third column).

Although Brink's model is too idealistic (e.g., Brunner et al., 2019) and requires several assumptions such as a 
straight coastline with similar slope bathymetry, which are not fulfilled along the path, it provided guidance to the 
interpretation of those waves. The spatial structures of the velocity composites are reminiscent of the theoretical 
modes (obtained with the Brink and Chapman toolbox - appendix): modes 1–2 for the Pacific side, 2–3 at the AS 
and modes 1–2 at AN (Figure 10, second column). As mentioned before, dispersion curves for modes 1, 2, and 
3 provided theoretical phase speed that match the observed ones (ranging between 1.2 m/s and 2.4 m/s on the 
Pacific slope and between 1 and 7 m/s on the Atlantic slope, Figure 4).

Figure 9. (a) Regression map of the band-pass filtered SLA averaged 
along the magenta line (around the southern tip of South America) onto the 
meridional component of the wind at lag −10 days. (b) Same as (a) for lag 
0 days. (c) Regression map of MJO OOMI (PC1) index onto the meridional 
component of the wind for lag +35 days. (d) Regression map of the band-pass 
filtered SLA at the magenta dot (north of the BMC) onto the meridional 
component of the wind at lag 0 days. The thick (dashed) black lines are the 99 
(95)% confidence level. Color scale in m/s.
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5. Summary and Discussion
Sea level anomalies from GLORYS12 reanalysis reproduced well the signal measured by tide gauges around 
South America. The reanalysis better match the tide gauges signal than satellite altimetry data product which 
features blurred patterns (Figure 2). The 27-year-long global ocean reanalysis GLORYS12 documented waves 
with wavelengths between 8,000 and 12,000 km (Figure 5) and periods of 40, 50, 60, 70, and 110 days (Figure 3) 
propagating from the EP to the Tropical Atlantic (22°S) around South America (red arrows in Figure 11). The AP 
at 22°S is a hotspot for wave energy dissipation (Freitas et al., 2021).

Propagation speeds range from 1.8 to 2.8 m/s along the Pacific continental slope and from 1.8 to 7 m/s along 
the Atlantic slope. As predicted by theory, phase speeds are larger along the Patagonian Platform (5–7 m/s) as 
the shelf width is large and the Burger number small (Figures 4b and 6a). During their propagation, the waves 
encounter distinct background characteristics which affect their vertical structures. Indeed, on the Pacific side 
and off Brazil (PS, PN and AN) the waves have a baroclinic structure, whereas the structure is rather barotropic 
at AS. The phase speeds and the spatial structures across the slope at PN, PS, and AN correspond to theoretical 
modes 1–2 and to mode 2–3 at AS (Figures 10 and 4).

The MJO, through oceanic and atmospheric teleconnections, plays a key role in forcing the TWs. On one hand, 
the MJO forces Equatorial Kelvin waves that propagate to the east and reach the coast after 35 days. They trig-

Figure 10. Left panels: 27-year mean along-shore velocities at the four sections. Central panels: composites of filtered 
along-shore velocity anomalies for the positive phase of the waves at the four sections PN, PS, AS, and AN. The composites 
are built from events selected when the SLA peak is larger than two standard deviations. Right panels: Along-shore velocities 
corresponding to positive phase of the waves (mean plus twice the anomalies). Scales in m/s.
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ger TWs that propagates poleward reaching PN 8 days later (lag 43 days with respect to MJO) and PS 21 days 
later (lag 56 days; Figure 8, red lines in Figure 11). This result is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Cravatte 
et al., 2003; Hendon et al., 1998; Illig et al., 2018; Roundy & Kiladis, 2006). On the other hand, the MJO also 
modulates TWs through an atmospheric teleconnection that reaches PS at lag 35 days (before the arrival of the 
oceanic teleconnection). Indeed the MJO trigger atmospheric Rossby waves that generate local wind anomalies 
over the southern tip of South America (purple dashed line in Figure 11; Berbery & Nogues-Paegle, 1993). The 
local wind anomaly pattern increases the wave amplitude at PS and decreases it at AS. The increasing in wave 
amplitude at PS could also be the consequence of topographic effects or wave reflection on the bottom.

The MJO amplitude is enhanced before El-Niño episodes. Trapped wave activity is larger before and during 
positive ENSO phases and ENSO seems to modulate the wave activity at low frequency (Figure 7). However, the 
linkage between MJO and ENSO is still controversial (e.g., Dewitte et al., 2007, 2008) and is out of the scope of 
this paper.

Trapped waves are also intermittently forced by local winds not necessarily related with the MJO, at specific 
locations such as Southern Chile and the BMC (blue circles in Figure 11).

Trapped waves impact the along-shore currents: during the positive phase of the waves the flow is enhanced by 
about 0.1 m/s at PN, PS, AS, and AN. The waves modulate the intensity of the MC inner jet at AS as discussed in 
Poli et al. (2020). At AN the mean flow exhibits a subsurface equatorward counter current, which is intensified 
and reaches the surface during the positive phase of the wave. The subsurface current deserves further study. The 
impact of the TWs on cross-shore, vertical velocities and other fields such as temperature or Chlorophyll-a are 
under investigation.

Figure 11. Schematics of mechanisms forcing trapped waves around South America. MJO is a key player in triggering trapped waves around South America through 
equatorial oceanic Kelvin waves (red) and atmospheric Rossby waves (dashed purple line). Lags (red) in days are deduced from the correlation between the MJO and 
the SLA over the track following the 300 m isobath. Lag in days (purple) are deduced from the regression between meridional winds and the MJO index, the associated 
wind signal is represented with the purple circle. Moreover, local wind forcing (in blue), not linked with the MJO, reinforce and/or generate trapped waves. For sake of 
illustration we superimposed the correlation at lag 0 days shown in Figure 5.
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Appendix A: Trapped Waves Along Cross-Sections Around South America From 
Linear Theory
We compute TWs properties at the four sections located at 25°S (PN) and 50°S (PS) along the Pacific side and at 
47°S (AS) and 31°S (AN) along the Atlantic side (Figure 3) using Brink's and Chapman toolbox (Brink, 2018). 
Following Poli et al. (2020), we used GLORYS12 outputs to estimate mean Brunt-Vaïsälä frequency and mean 
flow along the sections. Mean flows are shown in Figure 10. The mean flow along the Pacific side was small 
and neglected, while the “idealized” Brazil Current at AN comprised a southward jet and the Malvinas Current 
at AS comprised two jets (cf. figure A1 in Poli et  al.,  2020). The first three gravest modes shows structures 
highly dependent on Burger number (Section 3.1) and the slope steepness plays a major role (Figure A1). PN, 
PS, and AN modal structures present baroclinic characteristics, while AS modal structures are more barotropic. 
The dispersion curves are presented in Figure 4 of Section 3 and show faster velocities for barotropic-like modal 
structures than for the baroclinic ones.

Figure A1. First three gravest mode computed with Brink and Chapman toolbox along the four sections.
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Key Points:

• The Zapiola circulation is bottom intensified and its volume transport ranges from

�18.5 Sv to 268 Sv with a mean of 122 Sv.
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port and associated water characteristics variations.

• In the last 27 years trends in the Zapiola region include transport reduction and

increase in temperature and salinity in the upper 2000 m.
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Abstract

The Argentine Basin hosts a unique oceanic feature: the Zapiola Anticyclonic Circu-

lation (ZAC) located above a sedimentary deposit. Taking advantage of a high-resolution

(1/12º) global ocean reanalysis (GLORYS12) we examine the ZAC over 27 years (1993-

2019). The mean ZAC is bottom-intensified with bottom currents reaching 0.10ms�1. The

ZAC volume transport ranges from �18.5 Sv to 268 Sv with a mean of 122 Sv. The

strong negative peaks correspond to occasional ZAC collapses. During large transport events

(>195.4 Sv) the ZAC shows a well defined coherent gyre. Strong transport events are asso-

ciated with high eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at the periphery of the ZAC (especially to the

west and south). In contrast, during weak transport events (<49.8 Sv), EKE increases at

the center of the ZAC and decreases at the ZAC periphery. A weak ZAC is more permeable

to external mesoscale structures. Each weak event features a cyclonic eddy at the center

of the ZAC carrying subantarctic cold and fresh waters. The ZAC exhibits a multi-year

modulation, with periods of 4-5 years (1993-1997, 1998-2003 and 2004-2009) of low salinity

corresponding to low transport, and high salinity to high transport. Over the last 27 years,

transport time series exhibit a significant negative trend of �15 Sv.decade�1 associated with

a negative trend in EKE (�0.015 (m/s)2.decade�1) to the north west of the ZAC. Waters

in the Zapiola region become warmer and saltier in the first 2000 m of the water column

because of the southward migration of the subtropical front.

Plain Language Summary

In the southwest Atlantic, the Argentine Basin hosts a unique oceanic feature: the

Zapiola Anticyclonic Circulation located above a sedimentary deposit. The Zapiola Anticy-

clonic Circulation rotates counter-clockwise and has a mean transport comparable to those

of the strongest ocean currents (122 million cubic meters per second). The Zapiola Anticy-

clonic Circulation undergoes extreme variations with collapses and intensifications reaching

300 million cubic meters per second. Episodes of weak Zapiola transport tend to occur in
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austral winter and episodes of strong transport in austral summer. The Zapiola Anticy-

clonic Circulation exhibits a multi-year modulation, with periods of 4-5 years (1993-1997,

1998-2003 and 2004-2009) of low salinity corresponding to low transport, and high salinity

to high transport. Over the last 27 years, the Zapiola Anticyclonic Circulation transport

diminished and waters in the region became warmer and saltier in the upper 2000 m of the

water column.
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1 Introduction

The Argentine Basin is one of the most energetic regions of the world ocean in terms of

mean flow and mesoscale activity (Mason et al., 2017). The spatial distribution of surface

Eddy Kinetic Energy (hereafter EKE) maxima form a C-shape around a relative minimum

(values lower than 0.01 m2s�2) in the center of the basin (Figure 1). This minimum is

associated with a particular oceanic feature, the Zapiola Anticyclonic Circulation (hereafter

ZAC). The ZAC is located above a sedimentary deposit (the Zapiola Rise, centered at 45°W,

45°S).

The ZAC existence was first suggested from photographed mud waves (Flood and Shor,

1988). The current measurements that followed (Whitworth et al., 1991; Weatherly, 1993)

supported the concept of an anticyclonic circulation. Subsequently, Saunders and King

(1995) made the first measurements in the ZAC from a shipborne ADCP system and hydro-

graphic measurements. They measured a synoptic intensified flow at depth and suggested

the presence of a barotropic anticyclonic circulation with a transport equivalent to that of

the strongest ocean currents (> 100 Sv). Mean transport estimates were then produced and

cover a wide range of values. A mean transport of 50 Sv was obtained using altimetry-derived

surface geostrophic velocities over the period 1993-2007 under batotropic flow assumption

(Saraceno et al., 2009). Colin de Verdière and Ollitrault, (2016) used an ocean climatology

combined with 1000-m Argo velocities to estimate the full-depth streamfunction over the

period 2004-2010 which led to a larger mean transport of 124 Sv. Recently, Johnson and

King (2023) estimated a mean ZAC transport of 110 Sv by referencing geostrophic shear

from mean climatology (World Ocean Atlas 2018) to mean 1000-dbar velocities that they

estimated from Argo float displacements and highlighted the bottom-intensified nature of

the ZAC.
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Figure 1: a) Mean sea surface height (in m) and mean surface velocities (arrows).b) Mean

surface eddy kinetic energy. The fields from GLORYS12 reanalysis are averaged over 1993-

2019 period. Sea surface height contours indicate the front positions in panel a: Subantarctic

Front (SAF, black isoline �0.38 m), Northern Polar Front (PF-N, magenta isoline �0.77 m),

Main Polar Front (PF-M, thick grey isoline �0.91 m), Southern Polar Front (PF-S, dashed

grey isoline �1.05 m) and Subtropical Front (STF, red isoline �0.13 m).In b, EBB stands

for East of Burdwood Bank, WBB for West of Burdwood Bank, SRP for Shag Rock Passage,

Zapiola Anticyclonic Circulation (ZAC) and the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (BMC). The

black rectangle shows the region plotted in c-d in figure 2. c) Mean Wind Stress Curl from

ERA-interim reanalysis averaged over the period 1993-2019.

According to theoretical models, the eddy-rich region surrounding the Zapiola Rise (Fig-

ure 1b) leads to downslope transport of potential vorticity, associated with an upslope mass

transport. This convergence generates a high pressure dome which induces a geostrophic
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circulation (Dewar, 1998). Bottom drag controls the flow. The convergent mass transport

is compensated by a divergent Ekman transport in the bottom boundary layer (de Miranda

et al., 1999; Volkov and Fu., 2008). Using numerical simulations, Weijer et al. [2015; 2020]

showed that this secondary circulation leads to a strong downward vertical transport (of

about 4 Sv) above the rise and they estimated a time of water mass retention of 1.5 years

within the ZAC . Using satellite altimetry data, several studies pointed out the high vari-

ability of the ZAC at di↵erent time scales; intraseasonal modes of variability with periods

of 20-25 days have been described by Fu et al. [2001], Weijer et al. [2007], Hughes et al.

[2007] and Yu et al. [2018]. Strong interannual variability has been evidenced by Fu et al.

[2001], Volkov and Fu. [2008], Saraceno et al. [2009] and Venaille et al., [2011]. Occasional

collapses of the ZAC circulation have been suggested (Saraceno et al., 2009, Bigorre, 2005).

To the west of the Basin, a maximum of EKE centered at 40�S (with values exceeding 0.2

m2s�2, Figure 1b) is associated with the confluence of two strong western boundary cur-

rents: the Malvinas Current (MC) and the Brazil Current (BC) (Figure 1a). The MC which

is associated with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), flows northward following the

Subantarctic Front (SAF) with surface velocities reaching 60 cm/s and a mean volume

transport peaking at 37 Sv at 41�S (Artana et al., 2021). At 38�S the MC encounters the

BC that flows southward (23 Sv at 36�S, Artana et al., 2021) forming the Brazil-Malvinas

confluence (BMC). Those currents transport highly contrasted waters – fresh and cold for

the MC, salty and warm for the BC. The BC bounded by the the Subtropical Front (STF)

leaves the continental slope at about 38�S, that is nearly 15� north of the zero isoline in the

mean Wind Stress Curl (Figure 1c). After the collision of the two currents, a part of the BC

overshoots southward to about 45�S (known as BC overshoot, BCO) before bending back

to the north (Figure 1a). The MC retroflects cyclonically toward the south, flowing side by

side with the BC overshoot as the Malvinas Return Flow (MRF)(Figure 1a).

Measurements being still scarce in the Argentine Basin and particularly in the Zapiola re-

gion, we take advantage of a 27-year global reanalysis simulation from Mercator to further

investigate ZAC circulation from surface to bottom and the water characteristics. After
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presenting the data and methods in section 2, we examine long-term trends, multi-year

modulations and extreme events of the ZAC transport (section 3) and associated hydro-

graphic properties (section 4). In section 5 we discuss the role of EKE and Wind Stress

Curl in shaping those variations. In section 6, we summarize and conclude.

2 Operational model and data

2.1 Mercator Models

We used the high-resolution global Mercator Ocean reanalysis (hereafter GLORYS12)

and the real-time global high-resolution forecasting system (hereafter PSY4) from Coperni-

cus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS, http://marine.copernicus.eu/ ;

see Lellouche et al., 2021 for GLORYS12, and Lellouche et al., 2018 for PSY4). GLORYS12

covers the period from 1993 to 2019 and PSY4 from 2007 to present. The dynamical core

of GLORYS12 and PSY4 is the NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean)

platform (Madec, 2008). The models provide daily outputs, with a horizontal resolution of

1/12� and 50 vertical levels, with the spacing increasing with depth (22 levels are within the

first 100 m leading to a vertical resolution of 1 m in the upper levels and 450 m at 5,000 m

depth). Both models are forced by surface atmospheric fields from the European Center for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (by ERA-Interim reanalysis for GLORYS12 and by the

Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) for PSY4). The models assimilate along-track satellite

altimetry data, satellite sea surface temperature, sea-ice concentration, and in-situ tem-

perature and salinity profiles using a reduced-order Kalman filter with a 3-D multivariate

modal decomposition of the background error and a 7-day assimilation cycle (Lellouche et

al., 2021; Lellouche et al., 2018). One important impact of data assimilation is to counter

the tendency of ocean models to drift away from reality. Reanalyses provide a dynamically

coherent four dimensional physical state of the ocean (temperature, salinity, velocities).
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2.2 Argo Floats

The Argo program was launched in the early 2000 to provide temperature and salinity

profiles in the first 2000 m of the World Ocean using free drifting profilers (Argo float data

and metadata from Global Data Assembly Centre (GDAC)). Between 2002 and present,

36536 quality-checked profiles were obtained in the Argentine Basin (Figure 2a). After

2020, a few deep Argo floats provided data from 4000 m up to the surface (570 profiles,

Figure 2b).
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Figure 2: a) Number of profiles per 0.5� ⇥ 0.5� longitude-latitude bins during the period

2002-2022. b) Total number of profiles per year in the region (cyan bars) and number of

deep profiles per year in dark blue.c) Trajectories of Argo classic floats drifting at 1000 m

(deployed in 2021, from March 12 to September 17). d) Same as c) for deep floats drifting

at 3000 m.e) SSH and surface velocities from PSY4 averaged over the 12, 13 and 14 March

2021. The coloured circles show the deployment locations of CTD and LADCP.f) PSY4

zonal velocity along the dashed line in e). LADCP zonal velocities measured at the 5

stations are represented with colored circles.

Five pairs of Argo floats were deployed within the ZAC during the SAGA10W cruise

on board of the Spanish R/V Sarmiento de Gamboa between the 12 and 14 of March 2021.

Each pair comprised a classic float drifting at 1000 m and a deep float drifting at 3000

m and sampling down to 4000 m. The Argo floats profiled to the surface every 5 days

during 6 months (period of the trajectories shown in Figures 2c and 2d). CTD and LADCP
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measurements were performed at the deployment locations (stations shown in Figures 2c-e-

f).

Mercator models assimilate observations from the Argo array in the first 2000 m of the

water column. Deep Argo floats are independent data as they are not at all assimilated in

the model, which makes possible further model assessment at depth.

2.3 Further model validation

Previous works have already assessed the skills of global reanalysis in the first 2000 m

of the Argentine Basin with a focus on the Malvinas Current region (e.g. Artana et al.,

2018, 2019; Poli et al., 2020). Here, we expand the area to 30�W and we extend in time

until the end of 2021. To assess models performances at depth, we compared PSY4 model

fields to data from the cruise SAGA10W and deep Argo floats deployed in 2021 (period not

covered in GLORYS12) (Supplementary S1). The mean temperature and salinity (vertically

averaged over bins of 400 m) and the standard deviation from model and Argo float data

are close (Figures S1, b and c). The di↵erences between in-situ and modeled mean salinity

remain lower than 0.01 PSS-78, while below 1200 m the modeled temperatures are slightly

colder than measured ones by about 0.1�C (standard deviation of about 0.3�C) (Figures S1,

d and e, Table S1).

We compared PSY4 velocities to those estimated from Argo floats drifting at parking

depth using the ANDRO method (Ollitrault et al., 2013) which assumes that the trajectory

between two successive float positions is linear (Figures 2c and 2d, see Figure S2a ). Model

velocities were interpolated at the mid position between two successive Argo profiles and

averaged over the elapsed time (5 days, Figure S2b).

Within the ZAC, di↵erences at 1000 and 3000 m between the modelled and ”Argo” ve-

locities do not exceed 0.1 m/s. Outside, di↵erences can reach 0.2 m/s, because of the strong

mesoscale activity which probably limits the validity of the linear interpolation (Figures 1b,

c and d, Supplementary S3). Zonal velocities from PSY4 and LADCP data at the floats
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deployment show common patterns. For instance, both feature strong eastward velocities

at depth (> 0.2 m/s) above the Zapiola Rise at station 2 and strong westward velocities at

station 4 (Figure 2f). Overall, the comparisons show that the model correctly reproduces

hydrography and circulation of the Zapiola Anticyclone at depth.

3 Circulation in the Argentine Basin

3.1 Mean depth-integrated large scale circulation

The vertically integrated mean transport stream function (Figure 3a) computed from

the 27 years reanalysis GLORYS12 highlights structures with virtually no signature in mean

surface velocities (Figure 1a). In particular the ZAC, with small surface velocities compared

Figure 3: a) Vertically integrated mean transport stream function computed from GLO-

RYS12 reanalysis for the period 1993-2019 (contours every 10 Sv). lue contours represent

cyclonic and red anticyclonic circulation.The zero contour is in black. b) log10 of the modulus

of f/h gradient (blue shading) and f/h contours (1.748⇥10�8, 1.7877⇥10�8, 1.9061⇥10�8,

2.020⇥10�8 m�1s�1) in red. The meridional (1 and 3) and zonal (4 and 2) sections used to

compute volume transports are indicated with magenta, black, red and blue lines. Acronyms

in panel a stands for : MC: Malvinas Current. MRF: Malvinas Return Flow. DCC: Deep

Cyclonic Circulation. ZAC: Zapiola Anticyclonic Circulation. BC: Brazil Current. DAC:

Deep Anticyclonic Circulation. MEC: Malvinas Escarpment Current.

to other currents (Figure 4a), stands out with a mean volume transport of 120 Sv (Figure
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3a). The transport stream function closely follows f/h contours around the Zapiola Rise

(Figure 3b). The two closed contours in the transport stream function around 45�S-45�W

and 45�S-39�W correspond to two summits of the Zapiola Rise.

The ZAC is intensified at depth with bottom speeds of the order of 0.10 m/s (Figure

4b). The mean cross-section speeds increase in the upper layers with a positive shear above

1000 m (1⇥10�5 s�1, 10 cm/s every 1000 m, positive meaning increasing speeds with depth)

while they are rather homogeneous below (small shear) (Figure 4 c, d, e, f and g).

Saraceno et al., [2009] estimated a mean ZAC transport of 48 Sv over the period 1993-

2007 whereas we obtain 122.6 Sv over the same period. They assumed that the flow was

barotropic (zero vertical shear) and used the surface geostrophic velocities derived from

altimetry to compute the total transport. This method led to an underestimation of the

transport as the ZAC is bottom-intensified. Colin de Verdière and Ollitrault [2016] evaluated

the transport from Argo float drift velocities at 1000 m combined with a mean oceanic

climatology to compute geostrophic velocities and obtained a mean value of 124 Sv over the

period 2004-2010. This value is in agreement with our estimate of 127 Sv over the same

period. The reanalysis-derived value corresponds to the one estimated by Johnson and King

[2023].

The total transport stream function also shows a strong cyclonic circulation centered

at 42�S-50�W, northwest of the ZAC and just east of the BC overshoot (labelled DCC

for Deep Cyclonic Circulation, Figure 3a). This cyclonic circulation has almost no surface

signature (Figure 1a). It transports approximately 60 Sv and follows f/h contours (see

contour 1.748⇥10�8 m�1s�1 in Figure 4). Close to the bottom, velocities in the DCC reach

⇠ 0.2 m/s (Figure 4b). The DCC is a deep western boundary current which carries waters

entering the basin through a gap located at 40�W-48.5�S to the north east of the Malvinas

Plateau (the gap is indicated in Figure 4b). These waters flow westward within a narrow

current reaching 1200 m, the Malvinas Escarpment Counter Current (hereafter MECC),

which follows the Malvinas Escarpment with a mean speed around 0.2 m/s (Figures 4b-
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d). Those values are consistent with direct measurements (Whitworth et al., 1991). The

currents forming the DCC are in opposite direction to the surface Malvinas Escarpment

Current (MEC, Figures 4a-c at 50�S) and to the Malvinas Return Flow (MRF, Figures

4a-c at 55�W). The mean vertical shear along the Malvinas Escarpment changes sign with

depth: it is negative in the upper 2000 m indicating a surface intensified flow and positive

below with a bottom intensified flow around 50�S (Figures 4e-f). The di↵erences between

the upper 2000m and below 2000m could be partially related to the lack of assimilated

data below 2000m. Model-derived vertically integrated transports of the western boundary

currents (40 Sv for the northward barotropic equivalent MC at 38�S and 30 Sv for the

southward BC at 36�S) agree with the estimates from observations (Spadone and Provost,

2009; Maamatuaiahutaipu et al., 1998; Schmid Majumder, 2018; Artana et al., 2018). The

closed contours centered at 38�S-38�W (Figure 3a) indicate a deep anticyclonic circulation

of about 50 Sv (hereafter DAC) which follows closed f/h contours (Figure 3b) with bottom

velocities of about 0.1 m/s (Figure 4b). The deep circulation patterns reproduced by the

reanalysis are consistent with the existing literature (e.g. Whitworth et al., 1991; Peterson,

1992; Coles et al., 1994).
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Figure 4: a) Mean surface velocities (amplitude in color) from GLORYS12 reanalysis (1993-

2019). Only velocities exceeding 0.05 m/s are plotted. The thick black isoline corresponds

to the zero of the mean vertically integrated transport in figure 3a). b) Same as a) for the

mean velocity near the bottom, thus variable depths. c-d) Mean velocities along 45�S and

45�W sections indicated in Figure 1a. White dashed lines are �n water masses limits (see

table S2). The black line corresponds to the zero velocity isoline. ZAC: Zapiola Anticyclone

Circulation. MEC : Malvinas Escarpment Current. MC: Malvinas Current. MRF : Malvinas

Return Flow. MECC : Malvinas Escarpment Counter Current. The mean locations of the

fronts are indicated. PF: Polar Front. SAF: Subantarctic Front. STF: Subtropical Front.

DCC: deep cyclonic circulation. DAC: Deep Anticyclonic Circulation. e-f) Mean vertical

shear of velocities interpolated every 100 m depth. g) Mean vertical shear of velocities

averaged within the ZAC and associated spatial standard deviation (shaded) along the zonal

(in magenta) and meridional (in black) sections. The two vertical dashed lines correspond

to the ZAC boundaries. Vertical scale is expanded in the upper 1000 m.
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3.2 Variations of low-passed (> 90 days) ZAC transport

Four sections with a common origin at 45�S-45�W (sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 3)

were selected to compute a time series of the ZAC volume transport. Sections 2, 3 and 4

extend to the zero contour obtained from the mean total transport stream function around

the Zapiola Rise and section 1 extends to the local minimum at 41.2�S-45�W (see Figure

3a). The volume transport across zonal sections 2 and 4 (meridional sections 1 and 3) is

defined as:
R L

0

R H

0
V dxdz (

R L

0

R H

0
Udydz) where V is the meridional component and U the

zonal component of the velocity, L the section length and H the oceanic depth. A fourth-

order Butterworth low-pass filter (with a cut-o↵ frequency of 1/90 days) is applied to the

transport time series corresponding to the four sections and the correlations between the

four low-passed time series always exceed 0.8 (at lag 0). The four low-passed time series were

averaged to obtain a unique series. We used GLORYS12 outputs for the period 1993-2019

and PSY4 outputs for 2007-2021. Transports computed from PSY4 and GLORYS12 over

the overlapping period (2007-2019) show close means (115.7 and 122.6 Sv, respectively) and

similar fluctuations (standard deviations of 48 and 48.5 Sv, respectively) with a correlation

coe�cient of 0.81 (Figure 5a).
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Figure 5: a) Mean transport time series computed as explained in section 3.2. The black

horizontal line represents the mean, the red dashed lines are mean ±1.5 standard deviation.

The dashed black line shows the low-pass filtered transport (3-year cut-o↵ period). Strong

and weak events are highlighted in red and blue. The purple vertical line indicates the date

of the SAGA 10W cruise. Bar plot in the background shows the annual mean of transport

in grey for GLORYS12 and in blue for PSY4. b) Monthly distribution of extreme events in

number of days.

The low-pass volume transport time series includes extreme events exceeding 1.5 stan-

dard deviation (highlighted in red and blue in Figure 5) with 494 days (5% of the time

series)of strong extreme events (transport exceeding 195.4 Sv, Figures 5a and 6d) and 689

days (7% of the time series) of weak extreme events (transport less than 49.8 Sv, Figures

5a and 6e). The total transport exhibits negative peaks in 2007, 2018 and 2019. The mean

duration of extreme events, regardless of whether strong or weak, is approximately 65 days

except for the extreme weak event of 2018-2019 which lasts 285 days. The extreme events

show a seasonal distribution: weak events tend to occur in austral winter while strong events

are more frequent in summer (Figure 5b).

The transport time series also features milder fluctuations over a wide range of periods

between 100 and 730 days (see supplementary Figure S4). The annual means (grey bars)

show a low frequency modulation with alternating periods of large (1993-1996, 2003-2017,
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2021-2022) and low transport (1997-2003, 2018-2020) as illustrated with the black dashed

line corresponding to the 3 year low passed filtered transport (Figure 5). The transport

time series exhibits a robust trend of �15 Sv.decade�1 whatever the chosen end-point (end

of 2019 or 2017 to avoid any bias due to the outstanding 2018-2019 event). The negative

transport trend results from the cyclonic velocity trend pattern in the whole water column

observed in the ZAC (see supplementary S5).

3.3 The Argentine Basin during extreme events.

To investigate the ZAC circulation and structure associated with extreme events, we

computed cross-section velocities (Figure 7) and composites of the total transport stream

function (Figure 6). Two specific synoptic events, the strongest event in January 2009 (with

a transport reaching 268 Sv, Figure 6c) and the weak event in June 2007 (with a negative

transport of �12 Sv, Figure 6d) are presented as examples.

The composites suggest that there is a little variation in the lateral extension of the ZAC

during extreme events, which is consistent with a topographic influence on the circulation

(Figures 6a-b). However, the circulation in the ZAC interior is modified. During strong

events (mean transport of 211 Sv, Figure 6a), the ZAC exhibits a near solid-body rotation.

The composite of weak events (mean transport of 22 Sv) shows that the ZAC includes

secondary anticyclonic circulations (Figure 6b). In some occasions, like during the extreme

event in January 2009 (268 Sv), the ZAC boundary is distorted (Figure 6c), while in June

2007 (�12 Sv), the ZAC is totally disaggregated and the overall anticyclonic circulation is

disrupted (Figure 6d).

During strong events, velocities increase in the whole water column in the ZAC (Figures

7a-b). The velocity shear is increased between 0 and 2000 m (compare to Figure 4g). It

nearly vanishes between 2000 m and 4500 m. This illustrates that the velocity increase

is more pronounced below 2000 m than in the upper layers. During weak events, the

anticyclonic secondary circulations mentioned above are observed in the first 1000 m of
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Figure 6: a) Total transport stream function composite for strong events. Contours are

plotted every 10 Sv; the 0 Sv contour is a thick black contour. The mean 0 Sv contour is

in magenta from Figure 3a. b) same as (a) for weak events. c-d) Total transport stream

function the 01/27/2009 (c) and the 06/07/2007 (d). Contours every 20 Sv. Black thick

contours correspond to 0 Sv.

the zonal section at 45� S (Figure 7d). Below 1500 m, outer branches of the ZAC are

strongly reduced with bottom velocities less than 0.05 m/s. A cyclonic circulation with

velocities reaching 0.1 m/s at the center of the ZAC is located over a depression between

the two summits of the Zapiola rise (Figures 7d-e). The currents decrease with depth and

the vertical shear becomes negative in the whole water column (Figure 7f).

The circulation is also modified in the whole Argentine Basin during extreme events

(Figure 6). The DCC is reinforced with bottom velocities reaching 0.15 m/s during strong
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Figure 7: a-b) Cross-section velocities composites along the sections 45�S and 45�W for

strong events. The 45�S section is in magenta and the 45�W in black. The mean ZAC

limits are indicated in black dashed lines. c) Vertical velocity shear averaged within the

ZAC limits for strong events. d-e-f) Same as (a-b-c) for weak events.
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events and weakened during weak events (Figures 7a-c). Westward velocities associated

with the MECC are above their mean values (0.2 m/s compared to 0.1 m/s) during strong

events and below during weak events (�0.05 m/s). The MECC extends from the bottom

up to 1000 m depth during weak events instead of 1300 m during strong events (1200 m

corresponds to the mean field, see figures 6c-g in comparison with figure 4d ).

The overall intensification or weakening of the circulation during strong and weak events

suggests a large scale forcing (Figures 6 and 3a).

4 Hydrographic properties in the Argentine Basin

4.1 Mean and trends in hydrographic properties

Water masses were identified using neutral density and salinity criteria, following Preu

et al. [2013], Valla et al. [2018] and Emery and Meincke, [1986] (Table S2, supplementary

material). Mean hydrographic properties are illustrated along the meridional section at

45�W (Figure 8). Surface waters comprise Subantarctic Surface Waters (SASW; �n <

27.1 g/kg) in the first 100 m of the water column to the south of 48�S, South Atlantic

Central Waters (SACW; �n < 27.1 g/kg) between 48�S and 42�S and Tropical Waters

(TW; �n < 26.35 g/kg) in the upper 250 m to the north of 42�S (Figures 8a, b and c).

Underneath, waters are stacked as follows: Antarctic Intermediate Waters (AAIW; 27.1 <

�n < 27.6 g/kg; 33.9 < salinity < 34.25 PSS-78), Upper Circumpolar Deep Waters (UCDW;

27.6 < �n < 27.9 g/kg), Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW; 28.1 < �n < 28.27

g/kg; salinity < 34.8 PSS-78) and at the bottom the Antarctic Bottom Waters (AABW;

�n > 28.27 g/kg and negative potential temperature) (Figure 8 a, b and c). In the northern

part of the basin, the North Atlantic Deep Waters (NADW: 27.9 < �n < 28.1 g/kg; salinity

> 34.8) lie between the UCDW and the Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (Figures 8a, b and

c). The Zapiola circulation induces a doming of isopycnals which are tilted at the boundaries

of the ZAC (Figures 8b and c). Hydrographic properties exhibit trends over the 27 year-long

reanalysis. We consider the trend to be significant when it is statistically significant (t-test)
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Figure 8: a) Mean ✓/S diagram along the 45�W section (black line in Figure 1a). Colors

indicate latitude. �n contours in black mark the limits between water masses and dotted

black lines the ✓ and S criteria of 0�C and 34.8, 34.25 PSS-78. Main water masses are

labelled. b-c) Mean salinity (b) and mean temperature (c) along the 45�W section as a

function of latitude and depth. �n limits are plotted in white dashed lines, salinity criteria

in black. d) Salinity linear trends in PSS-78.decade�1 along the 45�W section. Shaded

values are statistically significant. e) Same as (d) for temperature in �C.decade�1. �n

limits are plotted in thick grey lines. Thick black lines indicate regions where the absolute

value of the trend exceeds the interannual standard deviation.

and when it exceeds the interannual standard deviation. Negative salinity trends close to the

surface in the south of the section (�0.03 PSS-78.decade�1, Figure 8d) are consistent with
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the overall freshening of subantarctic waters reported in several studies (e.g. Böning et al.,

2008; Naveira Garabato et al., 2009; Purich, 2018). This freshening is significant in the MC

and to the south of the ZAC (Figure S6b). Large positive trends are observed down to 500 m

in salinity (+0.2 PSS-78.decade�1) and down to 1000 m in temperature (+1� C.decade�1)

to the north of the 45�W section (Figures 8d-e). These positive trends are significant in

the whole Argentine Basin (Figure S6c) and are probably associated with the temperature

and salinity increases observed in the tropical waters in latitudes dominated by evaporation

(Durack et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2020). In the ZAC the positive trend in temperature extends

down to 5000 m, which is consistent with several studies that documented bottom water

warming in the Argentine Basin (e.g. Coles et al., 1996, Johnson, 2022). On top of these

linear trends, water properties experienced interannual variations which are investigated in

the next section.

4.2 Hydrographic multi-year modulation

Linear trends were removed to investigate the interannual variability of the hydro-

graphic characteristics. Large multi-year modulation of salinity stands out until 2010 while

fluctuations of higher frequency and smaller amplitude are later observed (Figure 9a and

b). Salinity anomalies are positive (between ' 0.05 and ' 0.1 PSS-78) and larger than the

annual trend (< 0.02 PSS-78/year) during periods 1993-1997 and 2003-2009; while they are

negative (between �0.05 and �0.1 PSS-78) during period 1998-2003 and extend down to

2000 m (Figures 9a-b). Salinity anomalies averaged over each period along the meridional

section are large to the north of 40�S in the upper 500 m (Figures 9d and f). Maps of

averaged salinity anomalies at 541 m show a consistent large-scale signal all over the basin

for each period, with the largest anomalies located within the Subtropical Gyre (Figures

9g-h-i).

These distinct periods of negative (1998-2003) and positive (1993-1997 and 2004-2009)

salinity anomalies coincide with weak and strong ZAC transports respectively (160 Sv for

1993-1997, 126 Sv for 2004-2009 and 101.3 Sv for 1998-2003, Figure 9 c). During 1998-2003,
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the subtropical front (red line in Figure 9h) is shifted northward (as the transport of the

Subtropical Gyre is smaller), reducing the southward advection of salty subtropical waters

which could partly contribute to the salinity reduction.

The annual distribution of extreme events is not homogeneous over time. The first

period accounts for a total of 240 days of strong events and no weak events, the second host

a great majority of weak events (166 days of weak and only 39 of strong transport events).

The number of weak and strong events in the third period is relatively well balanced (192

days of strong and 151 days of weak events). The last period, 2010-2019 is dominated by

weak events (371 days) compared to strong events (62 days).

In the following section, we analyze the hydrographic characteristics of the ZAC during

extreme events, keeping in mind their uneven temporal distribution.
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Figure 9: a) Time-latitude diagram of detrended salinity anomalies along the 45�W section.

Anomalies have been averaged between 500 m and 2000 m. Black dashed lines at 41.2�

and 47.2� S correspond to the ZAC limits. b) Time-depth diagram of detrended salinity

anomalies within the ZAC. Anomalies have been averaged within the ZAC limits in the zonal

and meridional direction at each depth. c) Annual mean transport (grey bars) and yearly

distribution of extreme events (red: strong events; blue: weak events). The vertical black

lines separate the periods 1993-1997, 1998-2003 and 2004-2009. d-e-f) Detrended salinity

anomalies along the meridional section averaged over the periods 1993-1997 (d) 1998-2003

(e) 2004-2009 (f). Black contours correspond to neutral density limits, vertical dashed lines

to the ZAC limits and horizontal black dashed lines to the 541 m depth. g-h-i) Detrended

salinity anomalies at 541 m for the three periods. Contours correspond to the transport (in

Sv) integrated between 0 and 2000 m. The red contour corresponds to the 0 Sv contour of

the transport stream function and contours are every 10 Sv.

4.3 Hydrographic properties during extreme events :

Composites of temperature and salinity anomalies for weak and strong events were

compared along the 45�W section (Figure 10). Main hydrographic di↵erences between
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Figure 10: a-b) Composite of detrended temperature anomalies for strong (a) and weak (b)

events. c-d) Composite of detrended salinity anomalies for strong (c) and weak (d) events.

Red and blue dashed lines correspond to neutral densities and black vertical dashed lines to

the ZAC limits.

strong and weak events are located between the surface and the UCDW (Figure 10). The

signal observed in the upper 50m reflects the seasonal distribution of weak and strong events.

Weak events tend to occur in austral winter and are associated to a cold surface signal while

strong events are more frequent in austral summer and are associated to a warm surface

signal (Figure 5b).

During strong events the Subtropical Gyre and the MEC are intensified (cf section 3.2)

which probably leads to the positive salinity anomalies observed to the south and north of

the ZAC (Figures 10a-c). During strong events temperature and salinity anomalies are ho-

mogeneous within the ZAC and their vertical distribution reflects the e↵ect of the isopycnal

doming (related to the ZAC intensification) on the vertical stacking of water masses. Thus

there is a cold signal in the upper 700 m, a fresh signal in the upper 300 m and a salty
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signal between 300 and 1500 m (Figures 10a-c). In contrast, during weak events, the ZAC

is more permeable to mesoscale structures coming from the basin, leading to temperature

and salinity anomalies of opposite sign within the ZAC. The positive temperature anoma-

lies observed between 42� S and 47� S in the 50-250 m layer (Figure 10b-d) correspond to

warm and salty waters in the secondary circulations visible in Figure 7d-e. These secondary

anticyclonic recirculations induce a downwelling and deepening of isopycnals. A distinct

isopycnal shoaling at 45�S (of about 300 m at 1000 m, blue dashed lines in Figures 10b-d)

associated with cold (�0.3�C) and salty (+0.03 PSS-78) anomalies below 500 m correspond

to the cyclonic circulation present during weak events. Every single selected weak event

features a cyclonic eddy at the center of the ZAC (not shown). One of them was docu-

mented by the Argo float #3901515, which got trapped within a cyclonic eddy (C1) from

October 2018 until January 2019 at the time of a drastic transport reduction (�18.5 Sv, the

minimum of the transport time series) (Figures 11b). C1 lasted for more than 285 days and

was tracked back in satellite maps. C1 was shed at 33�W-44�S by a meander of the SAF

and the PF (on May 12 2018) and penetrated the ZAC through the northeast boundary

where the f/h gradient is relatively weak (Figure 3b). It reached the center of the ZAC

on the fifth August 2018 (Figures 11a-b). The Argo float sampled relatively cold and fresh

waters within the cyclonic eddy (Figure 11c).
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Figure 11: a-b) SSH snapshots during the detachment of C1 from the SAF meander a)

the 06/21/2018 and b) a zoom on the 09/28/2018. The eddy trajectory computed from the

eddy atlas is indicated in yellow. The eddy position at the date is indicated by a yellow

diamond in a and by a blue circle in b. Trajectory of the Argo float #3901515 (colored

dots) and C1 trajectory from the eddy atlas (yellow line). c) ✓/S diagram from Argo float

#3901515 measurements. The colors correspond to the dots in panel b).

5 Discussion

Theoretical studies based on realistic and idealized simulations without data assimi-

lation (e.g. de Miranda et al., 1999; Bigorre and Dewar, 2009; Venaille et al., 2011) and

observational studies (e.g. Fu, 2007) suggested that the ZAC variability is driven by kinetic
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energy transfers and wind stress curl. GLORYS12 tends to reproduce the EKE at the right

time and location probably due to data assimilation . However, the precise distinction be-

tween the role of data assimilation and model dynamics is challenging. We computed the

EKE as follows : EKE = U 02+V 02

2 with U 0 = U �U and V 0 = V � V , the overbar indicated

the velocities time average over the entire period.

EKE and WSC exhibit trends over 27 years that emerge from interannual variability

(Figure 12).

The linear trend of surface EKE is negative to the north of 40�S (�0.015 (m/s)2.decade�1s)

and positive to the south (+0.015 (m/s)2.decade�1s), reflecting the southward shift of the

BC (strong anticyclonic trend in the surface velocities of the BCO, see supplementary S5)

and the entire Subtropical Gyre. This EKE trend is consistent with the global increase in

mesoscale activity documented at the poleward boundaries of the Subtropical Gyres over the

satellite altimetry record (e.g. Martinez-Moreno et al., 2021 and Li et al., 2023). The WSC

linear trends are positive over the central Argentine Basin and negative along the Malv-

inas Escarpment and of the same sign of the mean WSC (Figure 1c), depicting an overall

intensification of the atmospheric circulation (Figure 12b). The trends are consistent with

the intensification and expansion, towards the West and the South, of the South Atlantic

anticyclone that has been documented over the last decades (e.g Leyba et al., 2019, Li et

al., 2023).

We opted for a composite analysis to examine EKE and WSC signals associated to

extreme events as correlations between the EKE and the transport (WSC and the transport)

were non conclusive as the system is strongly non linear.

Composites of detrended EKE anomalies for weak and strong events exhibit similar

patterns but of opposite sign. Overall, the basin exhibits an increase of EKE during strong

events except at the center of the ZAC while the opposite occurs during weak events. The

EKE increase at the center of the ZAC during weak events reflects the cyclonic circulation

previously described (see sections 3 and 4.3). Conversely, the EKE is enhanced at the
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Figure 12: Linear trend over the period 1993-2019 from GLORYS12 and ERA-interim.

Statistically significant values are shaded. a) Surface EKE trend. b) WSC trend. The thick

black lines indicate regions where the absolute value of the trend exceeds the interannual

standard deviation. The purple contour corresponds to the mean zero wind stress curl.

boundaries of the ZAC and reduced close to the center during strong events: the inward

penetration of eddies is inhibited.

During strong events the WSC is enhanced over the ZAC and the southern part of

the Subtropical Gyre, reinforcing the negative Ekman suction while the opposite occurs

during weak events. This is consistent with the large-scale current intensification described

in section 3.3 (Figure 6). The mean position of the zero WSC line in the western part of

the basin is located southward around 48�S during strong events and northward around

41�S during weak events. As extreme events present a seasonal distribution (Figure 5b), we

explore the seasonal means of EKE and WSC (Figure 14). The seasonal means resemble the

composite of strong and weak events. Seasonal distribution of EKE features more energy to

the north of the confluence in summer than in winter, which is probably associated with the

southward shift of the subtropical front (Figure 13 a and b). The WSC is reinforced during

austral summer and weakened in winter (Figure 13 c and d). Seasonal variability plays an

important role in preconditioning the development of extreme transport events and their

persistence.
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Figure 13: a-b) Composite of surface EKE for strong (a) and weak (b) events. Correspond-

ing front positions are indicated with colored contours as in figure 1. c-d) Wind Stress Curl

composites for (c) strong and (d) weak events. The zero Wind Stress Curl line is in black.

Thick coloured contours in panels a and b indicate the position of the fronts (STF in red,

SAF in blue and PF in magenta and black).

6 Summary and concluding remarks

We used a global ocean reanalysis (GLORYS12) over the period 1993-2019 to inves-

tigate the ZAC. The ZAC is bottom intensified with velocities reaching 0.1 m/s which is

in agreement with a recent study based on in situ observations (Johnson and King, 2023).

We constructed a 27 year-long ZAC transport time series which ranges between 268 Sv and

-18.4 Sv with a mean value of 122.6 Sv (standard deviation of 48.5 Sv). The transport
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Figure 14: a-b) Seasonal detrended surface EKE anomalies averaged for DJF (a) and JJA

(b). c) Mean summer (DJF) detrended Wind Stress Curl. d) Mean winter detrended (JJA)

Wind Stress Curl.

presents extreme events (exceeding 1.5 standard deviation, 494 days of strong events and

689 days of weak events), a strong multi-year modulation and a robust negative trend (-15

Sv.decade�1).

During strong events (transport > 195.4 Sv), the ZAC shows a well defined coherent

gyre. In contrast, during weak events (transport < 49.8 Sv) secondary anticyclonic circu-

lations develop within the ZAC and a cyclonic eddy is located at the center of the ZAC.
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During weak events, the ZAC is more permeable to external mesoscale structures. Each

weak event features a cyclonic eddy at the center of the ZAC carrying cold and fresh waters.

These eddies detach from a SAF meander to the east of the ZAC and enter through the

north-east boundary where the planetary vorticity gradient is relatively weak. Strong events

are associated with an increase of EKE around the ZAC while weak events are associated

with a decrease. As suggested in theoretical studies (e.g Bigorre et al., 2009) the increase of

EKE could lead to an enhanced transfer of energy between the mesoscale field and the mean

flow. The large-scale WSC seems to modulate the ZAC intensity: the zero isoline of the

WSC shifts southward during strong events and northward during weak events. The WSC

intensifies over the whole Argentine Basin and above the southern tip of the Subtropical

Gyre during strong events while it reduces during weak events (Figure 14 b-c). Interestingly,

the mean seasonal patterns of WSC resemble those of the composites of extrema showing a

reinforcement during summer and a decrease during winter (Figure 14). This suggests a sea-

sonal preconditioning for the development of extreme events. More strong events occurred

in austral summer while more weak events in austral winter (Figure 14a). However, the

number of extreme events is rather limited (only 9 strong extreme events and weak events)

to perform reliable statistics.

We documented a multi-year modulation of the water masses characteristics in the

ZAC. Waters in the ZAC are fresher (�0.75 PSS-78 at 1000 m) and colder (�0.5�C at 1000

m) in the period 1998-2003 than in periods 1993-1997 and 2004-2009. The period 1998-2003

corresponds to a reduced mean transport of 101.3 Sv compared to the other periods (160

Sv over 1993-1997 and 126 Sv over 2004-2009). The weak transport period corresponds

to a reduction of the large scale circulation (including the Subtropical Gyre) associated to

weaker winds and EKE. This period (1998-2003) includes only weak events.

Over the last 27 years, transport time series exhibits a significant negative trend of

�15 Sv.decade�1 associated with a cyclonic velocity trend pattern in the ZAC coherent in

the vertical (see supplementary S5). The ZAC shows a positive temperature trend (+0.5�
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C.decade�1 at 500 m) in the whole water column, a positive salinity trend (+0.1.decade�1

at 500 m) in the upper 2000 m and a negative salinity trend between 3000 and 4000 m. The

WSC exhibits no change over the ZAC and a positive trend at the periphery. The WSC over

the South Atlantic has been shown to contribute to the southward displacement of the STF

(Leyba et al., 2019). The southward migration of the Subtropical Gyre induces a negative

EKE trend to the northwest of the ZAC and a positive trend to the south of 40� S close to

the MC. The negative EKE trend could be a factor leading to the ZAC transport reduction.

Anticyclones detaching from the BCO and transporting relatively warm and salty waters

could contribute to the positive trends in salinity and temperature within the ZAC in the

first 2000 m. Indeed, the ZAC gets more permeable to the surrounding mesoscale features

as it weakens (positive trend of EKE at the center of the ZAC).

Climate models project a continuous southward migration of the Subtropical Gyre

(e.g. Hewitt et al., 2020) which will increase temperature and salinity in the Argentine

Basin. Associated EKE changes could contribute to a reduction of the ZAC transport and

a multiplication of collapses episodes.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and perspectives

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis we examined some elements of ocean circulation in the Argentine Basin related to topog-

raphy (mainly waves and currents). Due to the lack of in-situ observations in this region, we used a

27-year-long global ocean reanalysis (GLORYS12, daily fields with a spatial resolution of 1/12◦). We

compared the model outputs to several data sets coming from in-situ observations (moored current me-

ter measurements along the Patagonian Platform, hydrographic properties from ARGO float data, tide

gauges data) and satellite observations (sea level). Overall, we found a good agreement.

We first studied the various waves propagating along the sinuous Patagonian slope (Poli et al., 2020).

We evidenced the presence of slow waves with the following properties :

• They propagate in the core of the MC above the 1500 m isobath.

• They have phase velocities ranging between 0.10 and 0.30 m/s, periods around 20, 60 and 100 days

and wavelengths ranging from 450 to 1200 km.

• They can be tracked back to Drake Passage and the Malvinas Escarpment.

• They modulate the intensity of the main jet of the MC (offshore jet).

We also evidenced the presence of fast waves propagating along the shelf break.

• They have phase velocities ranging between 1.4 m/s and 3 m/s, periods ranging from 5 to 110 days
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and wavelengths around 1500 km, matching the spatial scale of upwelling events documented along

the Patagonian shelf.

• Their characteristics depend upon stratification, slope, shelf width, latitude and mean flow and

correspond to mode 3-4 according to linear theory (see Appendix).

• They generate anomalies of vertical and cross-shore velocities and could enhance the nutrient supply

to the platform (Figure 5.1b-c). The associated positive vertical velocities combined with anomalies

of in-shore velocities could transport nutrients from the MC to the Patagonian shelf.

• They modulate the intensity of the in-shore jet of the MC (Figure 5.1b-c).

• Fast waves with periods between 5 and 40 days are often locally forced by strong variations of the

zonal wind south of 47◦S (Figure 5.1a).

Figure 5.1: Wind-forced shelf-break trapped-waves modulate the intensity of the inner jet. Associated
vertical and cross-shelf velocities bring nutrients to the Patagonian platform enhancing primary produc-
tivity.

We extended our analysis to the entire South American coast from the Pacific to the Atlantic and

highlighted an oceanic teleconnection between the Equatorial Pacific and the Tropical Atlantic through

topographically trapped waves (TW) (Poli et al. 2022).

• TWs propagate from the equatorial Pacific to the tropical Atlantic (22◦S) where a part of their

energy is dissipated due to the abrupt changes in shelf width and slope steepness.

• Their phase velocities range from 1.8 to 7 m/s depending upon local background characteristics.

They reach 7 m/s over the Patagonian Platform where the slope is gentle and the shelf is wide (>

1000 km width at some points).
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• The vertical structure of the waves varies during their propagation due to changes in background

characteristics . Energy scattering between modes occurs: on the Pacific side and off Brazil, the

waves have a baroclinic structure (the slope is steep) whereas the structure is rather barotropic

along the Patagonian slope.

• The phase speeds and the spatial structures correspond to theoretical modes 1–2 on the Pacific side

and off Brazil correspond to theoretical modes 2–3 along the Patagonian Platform (see appendix)

• The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) plays a key role in forcing the TWs in two ways (a) through

an oceanic connection implying equatorial Kelvin waves reaching the western American Coast and

(b) through an atmospheric teleconnection enhancing southerly winds in the south-east Pacific.

Figure 5.2: Schematics of mechanisms forcing TW around South America from Poli et al., [2022]. MJO
is a key player in triggering TW around South America through equatorial oceanic Kelvin waves (red)
and atmospheric Rossby waves (dashed purple line). Lags (red) in days are deduced from the correlation
between the MJO and the SLA over the track following the 300 m isobath. Lag in days (purple) are
deduced from the regression between meridional winds and the MJO index. The associated wind signal
is represented with the purple circle. Local wind forcing (in blue), not linked with the MJO, reinforce
and/or generate TWs.

• Furthermore, local winds, not necessarily linked with the MJO, modulate and trigger waves in

specific locations, such as the BMC (Figure 5.2).

• The wave activity is enhanced during positive ENSO phase connecting the Equatorial Pacific to

the Tropical Atlantic.
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• Trapped waves impact the along-shore currents. During the positive phase of the waves the near-

surface flow is enhanced by about 0.1 m/s.

In chapter four we examined another topographically related feature, the ZAC located at the center of

the Argentine Basin above a sedimentary deposit (Poli et al., 2023, submitted). We studied the vertical

structure of the ZAC over 27 years (1993-2019) and focused on the low-frequency variability (> 90 days).

We could highlight the following features :

• The ZAC is reinforced at depth with bottom currents reaching 0.10 m/s.

• The ZAC transport has a mean of 122.6 Sv and a standard deviation of 48.5 Sv. Extremes peak

at -18 Sv and 250 Sv.

• Extreme events with large transport are associated with stronger transient kinetic energy (TKE)

at the periphery of the ZAC (especially to the west and south).

• In contrast during weak transport events, TKE increases in the center of the ZAC and decreases

at the periphery.

• During weak events, the ZAC is more permeable to external mesoscale structures and receives the

influence of surrounding waters. Each weak event features a cyclonic eddy at the center of the ZAC

carrying cold and fresh waters. These eddies detach from a subantarctic front meander to the east

of the ZAC and enter through the north-east boundary where the planetary vorticity gradient is

relatively weak.

• The wind seems to play a role in the preconditioning and seasonal distribution of extreme events

(more weak events in austral summer).

• The water masses characteristics of the Argentine basin and the ZAC exhibit a multi-year mod-

ulation of 4-5 years. During 1993-1997 and 2004-2009 the salinity anomaly is high while during

1998-2003 the salinity anomaly is low in the first 2000 m. These periods correspond to a large and

low transport means respectively (160 Sv for period 1993-1997, 126 Sv for period 2004-2009 and

101.3 Sv for period 1998-2003).
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• Over the last 27 years, waters of the Argentine basin became warmer and saltier in the first 2000

m of the water column. These trends are concomitant with an increase of transient kinetic energy

in the south-west of the basin which is probably associated with the southward migration of the

subtropical front.

• Over the last 27 years, the transport exhibit a robust negative trend of -15 Sv/decade.

5.2 Perspectives on waves

5.2.1 Origins of slow waves in the core of the MC

The slow waves propagating in the core of the MC identified in Poli et al., [2020] using model outputs

have also been observed in satellite observations and mooring measurements (Paniagua et al., 2021).

Further study is needed to understand the nature of these waves and how they are generated along

the Malvinas Escarpment and at the entrance from Drake Passage to the Argentine Basin. The strong

mesoscale activity associated to the ACC in Drake Passage could be a source of a part of these waves.

Indeed, the passages across the North Scotia Ridge (EBB and SRP) could filter specific frequencies and

generate the waves; transmission mechanisms should be carefully studied.

The other part of these waves have been tracked back to the Malvinas Escarpment and the generation

mechanism have not yet been studied.

Figure 5.3: a) Mean zonal velocities along the Malvinas Escarpment at 45°W in m/s. The black contour
correspond to the Zero velocity. b) Variance-preserving spectra in (m/s)2 as a function of depth at the
location of the vertical red line in panel a.

Along the Malvinas Escarpment there is a strong vertical velocity shear between the jets following the
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PF and the SAF and a deep counter current (Figure 5.3a). This shear could induce baroclinic instability

at the origin of the slow waves reaching the Patagonian Slope. Variance preserving spectra as a function

of depth (Figure 5.3b) show peaks in the whole water column at periods between 30 and 90 days which

could be the signature of the slow waves.

The impact of these waves on the position of the confluence should be also investigated. Indeed,

Artana et al., [2019] described transport extrema at 41◦S associated with propagating mesoscale features

from the south. In addition, the propagation of anticyclonic eddies along the Malvinas escarpment,

leading to blocking events (Artana et al., 2018), should be studied.

5.2.2 Fast Waves along the Patagonian Platform

Several aspects of the fast waves deserve further investigation. Are there fast waves propagating north

of 22°S? How is their energy dissipated ? What can we learn on fast waves from the daily SWOT Data

? What is the link between the wave activity and primary production ?

Waves with periods of 40-130 days have more energy and are less dispersive than the higher frequency

waves. Even if part of the signal is lost at 22◦S after the Abrolhos plateau, some energy is transmitted

northward and can reach the Equatorial Atlantic. As an example, we show in figure 5.4 a time-distance

diagram from the Equatorial Pacific to the tropical Atlantic (Figure 5.4 a). The wave generated in

May 2015 in the equatorial Pacific (marked with a dashed black line in Figure 5.4 b) crosses the BMC,

the Abrolhos plateau, reaches the Equatorial Atlantic and continues propagating along the Equatorial

Atlantic untill the Gulf of Guinea.

Waves could be reinforced during their path by local phenomena such as local wind forcing. A

dedicated study of the evolution and the impact of those waves in the tropical Atlantic is needed.

Waves energy drastically reduces to the north of 22◦S, where the Brazilian continental shelf steepens

and narrows (De Freitas et al., 2021, Poli et al., 2022). The waves energy loss and scattering at this

latitude should be investigated. This could be done with the help of a high-resolution regional model

such as the one we developp with Camila Artana with the help of the Mercator Ocean team. This model

has a 1/36° resolution and is forced at the boundaries by the operational model with a 1/12° resolution

(PSY4) and by the ECMWF-IFS simulation at the surface. The region is between 10°S and 30°S and

54°W and 30°W (Figure 5.5 ). The more precise study of the dispersion of slope waves (described in
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Figure 5.4: a) The colored track follows the 300 m isobath marking the shelf break. b)Time-distance
diagram of Sea Level Anomaly (in m) in 2015 from GLORYS12 daily outputs. The locations of EP
(Equatorial Pacific), DP (Drake Passage), PP (Patagonian platform), BMC (Brazil Malvinas Conflu-
ence), AB (Abrolhos Plateau), EA (Equatorial Atlantic) are indicated. The colorbar to the left is the
reported distance in km as in panel a). The May wave is indicated with the dashed black line.

Poli et al., 2022 and De Freitas et al., 2021) when they arrive at the Abrolhos plateau was one of the

motivation of the choice of the region. We ran two twin simulations: one with 6 tidal harmonics and

one without tides between January 1, 2018 and December 31, 2019. The model is initialized with PSY4

fields from December 31, 2017. The model comprises 50 vertical levels (with finer resolution close to the

surface).

Figure 5.5: Synoptic fields of a) Salinity and b) temperature the 26/08/2018 from the run BACI36
without tide.

We show that trapped waves could impact the cross-shelf exchanges, through the anomalies of cross-

shore and vertical velocities, by modulating the MC intensity. However, the impact of fast waves on the
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primary productivity must be more deeply analyzed with the help of chlorophyll maps.

Figure 5.6: Jason tracks over the region in magenta and SWOT tracks during the CALVAL period
crossing the Patagonian slope and the Malvinas Escarpment.

The SWOT (Surface Water Ocean Topography) satellite was launched December 16, 2023. During

its initial Calibration/Validation (CALVAL) period with a daily resolution a SWOT track intercepts the

Patagonian slope between 55◦S and 41◦S (Figure 5.6). The 1-day repetition phase will enable to examine

the rapid evolution of structures (waves) which have energy at periods lower than 20 days. The CALVAL

period corresponds to the austral summer, when cloud cover is minimal, a favorable situation for the

joint examination of high-resolution satellite imagery (SST and water color). The signals from imagery

will provide complementary information as, unlike SSH, SST is not affected by the signal from internal

tides (Ponte et al., 2017).
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5.3 Perspectives on the Zapiola anticyclonic circulation and the

Argentine Basin.

5.3.1 Bottom circulation in the Argentine Basin.

The bottom circulation of the Argentine Basin is intense and is still poorly documented. Dedicated

studies are needed to understand and monitor the elements of deep circulation which are of primary

importance for the global climate. This could be done with the help of GLORYS12 and the deep ARGO

floats measurements. The strong deep cyclonic circulation (DCC) fed by the deep waters (Figure 5.7)

entering the basin through a gap in the Malvinas Plateau at 40°W (magenta arrow in Figure 5.7) should

be deeply studied. The link between the ZAC and the DCC should also be characterized.

Figure 5.7: Schematics of the circulation cells and elements that should be investigated more deeply.
Mean velocities near the bottom (amplitude in color) from GLORYS12 reanalysis (1993-2019). Thin
grey lines mark the 200, 2000, 3400, 3800, 3900, 5000, and 6000 m isobaths. Only velocities exceeding
0.05 m/s are plotted.

5.3.2 High frequency modes of variability within the Basin

Barotropic Modes of variability with periods of 20-30 days in the Argentine Basin have been documented

(Weijer et al., 2007 a and b) from satellite altimetry (Fu et al., 2001), bottom current measurements

(Weatherly, 1993) and bottom pressure gauges (Hughes et al., 2007). The precise vertical structure
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associated with these modes should be investigated. The role of these modes on the ZAC transport

variability and in the water mass stirring needs further studies.

5.3.3 Water masses transformation in the Argentine Basin.

The Argentine Basin plays a key role in the global deep waters characteristics as it is a mixing hotspot.

Indeed, strong mixing have been documented in the Argentine Basin especially at the BMC (Valla et

al., 2018) and along the western boundary where the North Atlantic Deep Waters mixes with the fresher

Circumpolar deep waters (Brand et al., 2023). As the deep circulation is mostly controlled by the

thermohaline characteristics of the waters, documenting the water masses transformation is crucial for

the global circulation understanding. Dissipation rate and diffusivity (using the strain method) can be

inferred from ARGO profiles (e.g Whalen et al., 2012 and 2018) and a dedicated study in Argentine

Basin is needed.

We investigate the mean vertically transport integrated in each water mass layer. The water masses

are advected by different circulations cells which affect the water characteristics of the Argentine Basin.

This point should be carefully investigated. A particular focus should be done on the variability of the

DCC, the ZAC and the DAC.
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Figure 5.8: a-f) Mean transport stream function (in Sv) integrated over each water mass layer. “Red
(blue) is for anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation. Contours are plotted every 5 Sv. a) Surface waters b)
AAIW. c) UCDW. The trajectory of two ARGO floats drifting at 1000m within the UCDW Layer are
indicated in magenta (6902850 ) and red ( 6902848). d) CDW/NADW, The trajectory of two ARGO
floats drifting at 3000m within the CDW/NADW layer are indicated in magenta (6902977) and red (
6902992). e) LCDW. f) AABW. The bathymetry contours are plotted in grey (200 m, 2000 m, 3400 m,
3800 m, 3900 m, 5000 m and 6000 m). Note that the ARGO floats trajectories follow the stream lines.

5.3.4 Climate projections on Zapiola circulation

Finally, the evolution of the circulation in the context of climate change is a crucial issue. The majority of

the climate models of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) fail at representing the ZAC

due to their coarse resolution. They do not resolve the Rossby radius which is key to the representation of

topographic flows such as the ZAC (Hewitt et al., 2020). Indeed, the CMIP models ocean resolution still

requires parameterisation of mesoscale eddies which are limited in projecting the future response of the

horizontal and vertical circulation under climate warming (AR6 WG I.9). However, a particular attention

is given to the effect of the increase resolution in the climate predictions in the High Resolution Model

Intercomparison Project (HighResMIP) and Ocean Model Intercomparison Project phase 2 (OMIP-2).

Improvement in resolution and parameterisation of eddy-dynamics will probably unable studies on the

evolution of eddy-driven circulations (Hewitt et al., 2020).
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Appendix: A linear model of

topographically trapped waves

Theoretical Framework

We aim at describing the modal structure of coastal trapped waves along the Patagonian shelf break.

For that we rely on linear theory of sub-inertial frequency waves (Brink (1989)). We consider a linear,

inviscid problem and make Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximation. Dissipative effects are limited to

a thin bottom boundary layer.

The unknowns are the velocity (U, V,W ), the pressure P , and the density ρ. These variables are

decomposed as the sum of a mean plus a small perturbation associated to the wave (allowing us to use

linear approximation). As we only consider a meridional mean flow V0(x, z), we write U = u(x, y, z, t),

V = V0(x, z) + v(x, y, z, t) and W = w(x, y, z, t). The pressure P is P = P0(z) + P1(x, z) + p(x, y, z, t)

and the density ρ is ρ = ρ0+ρ∞(z)+ρ1(x, z)+ρ(x, y, z, t) where ρ0 = 1015 kg m−3, ρ∞(z) is the density

associated with the mean stratification of the ocean and ρ1(x, z) is the geostrophically balanced density

which depends on the mean flow V0(x, z).

More precisely, the hydrostatic hypothesis implies for the ocean at rest :

P0(z) = Psurf − ρ0gz − g

∫ z

0

ρ∞(z)dz

where Psurf is the surface pressure and N2
∞ = − g

ρ0
∂zρ∞. Geostrophy implies −ρ0fV0(x, z) = −∂xP1(x, z).

Assuming that the mean pressure anomaly (related to the mean flow) vanishes when x → ∞, we have

P1(x, z) =

∫ x

∞
ρ0fV0(X, z)dX.
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The hydrostatic hypothesis then makes possible the computation of ρ1(x, z):

ρ1(x, z) =
−fρ0
g

∫ x

∞
∂zV0(X, z)dX

The Brünt-Väisälä frequency N2(x, z) is now

N2(x, z) = − g

ρ0
∂z(ρ∞(z) + ρ1(x, z))

and remains close to N2
∞(z) except in the areas where the mean current strongly varies. It can be

compared to the " horizontal frequency " M2(x, z):

M2(x, z) = − g

ρ0
∂x(ρ1(x, z)) = f0∂zV0(x, z)

This frequency provides a typical time scale for the oscillations in the cross-shore x direction.

With these assumptions, the linearized equations for the small perturbations (u, v, w), p and ρ are

(Brink, 2006) :

• Equations for the horizontal momentum :

ρ0(ut + V0 uy − fv) = −px + τxz

ρ0(vt + uV0,x + V0 vy + wV0,z + fu) = −py + τyz

(5.1)

• Hydrostatic balance for perturbations

−pz − gρ2 = 0 (5.2)

• Continuity equation (incompressible ocean)

ux + vy + wz = 0 (5.3)

• Equation of mass conservation

ρ2,t + u ρ1,x + Vo ρ2,y + w ∂z(ρ∞ + ρ1) = 0 (5.4)

In the following we neglect the dissipative effects due to the stress (τx, τy) (due to the turbulent

nature of the flow). Note that there is a bottom stress (τx0 , τy0 ) which may be related to the interior

bottom velocity by the relations τx0 = ρ0rub, τ
y
0 = ρ0rvb; here the index b corresponds to the bottom

velocity and r is the bottom resistance coefficient (velocity units). Those fluxes are also neglected for

the computation of modal structures just below.
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The problem is invariant in alongshore direction y but varies in the cross-shore x and vertical z

directions, which makes possible to decompose each variable in the following way:

p = ΣPn(x, z)e
i(ωnt+ly) (5.5)

Here l is a prescribed constant associated with the wavelength of the trapped wave and ωn a family

of unknown frequencies which will be determined by solving an eigenvalue problem. With this modal

decomposition, hydrostatic balance implies −gρn(x, z) = ∂zpn(x, z) and equations 5.1 and 5.4 become

iω′Un − fVn = −Πn,x

f ′Un + iω′Vn + V0,zWn = −ilΠn

sUn + Wn = −i(ω′/N2)Πn,z

(5.6)

with Πn = Pn/ρ0, ω′ = ωn + lV0(x, z), f ′ = f + V0,x and s = M2/N2 (ω′ depends on n but we drop the

index to simplify the notation). This yields an explicit expression of velocity as a function of pressure:

Un = iθ

[
−Πn,x + sΠn,z −

lf

ω′Πn

]

Vn = θ

[
f⋆

ω′ Πn,x − sω′

f
Πn,z + lΠn

]

Wn = iθ

[
sΠn,x − F 2

N2
Πn,z +

lfs

ω′ Πn

]
(5.7)

where F 2 = ff ′ − ω′2, f⋆ = f ′ − sM2/f , D = ff⋆ − ω′2 = F 2 − sM2 and θ = ω′D−1. Note that we

implicitly assume that
√
ff ′ > ω′ if F is real. This means that the period of the trapped waves must

exceed a few days. The continuity equation ux + ilv+wz = 0 yields a unique equation (Brink, 1982) for

the reduced pressure Π (we drop below the index n corresponding to the n mode):

Πxx − 2sΠxz + (F/N)2 Πzz +AΠx +BΠz + C Π = 0 (5.8)

with Q = D−1[Dx −Dz], A = −Q− sz and

B = −ω′−1[−ω′sQ+ (ω′s)x + lf−1s(f2 − ω′2)− F 2(ω′N−2)z − (ω′N−2)(sM2)z]

C = −ω′−1[lfQ+ ω′l2 + lfsz]

(5.9)

As (F/N)2 > 0 the equation is elliptic when s2 − (F/N)2 < 0 (if F/N is imaginary the equation is

always hyperbolic). This condition is realized if M2 < FN . The time scale associated to M (and linked

to the vertical variations of the mean current) must therefore exceeds a few days (exactly 2π/
√
FN) in

order to fulfill this condition.

boundary conditions. The following boundary conditions have been introduced by Brink and

Chapman (1987) to solve equation 5.8.
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• At x = xmax (theoretically xmax = ∞), Pi = 0 because of the hypothesis of coastal trapping.

• At x = 0 and x = xmax, there are open boundary conditions ∂xu = 0. Because of the first equation

in system (3.7), this condition leads to a complex relation between the derivatives of Π.

• At z = 0, w(x, 0) =
−1

g
(Πt + V0Πy)|z=0 since the surface is free. Note that if the rigid lid assump-

tion is made the divergence caused by the surface displacement is neglected and the phase speed

of the modes increases.

• At z = −h(x), w(x,−h(x)) + u(x,−h(x)) ∂xh = 0 since no flow perpendicular to the bottom is

allowed.

To solve numerically this eigenvalue problem, we used the toolbox developed by Brink and Chapman

(Brink and Chapman, 1987). It solves the eigenvalue problem using a technique based on a resonance

iteration approach: through boundary conditions, a localized wind stress curl is applied near the center

of the grid.

Bottom topography h(x), offshore stratification N2
∞(z)), mean flow V0(x, z) and wavenumber l are

requested by the program. The program then computes the mean state (see above and next section).

For a given alongshore wave number l = 2π
λ with λ the alongshore wavelength, it next searches the real

frequency ωn, the pressure Πn, the density ρn and the velocity (un, vn, wn) for increasing values of n as

explained above.

If the computation is repeated for various l, a dispersion curve is produced for each mode.

Background characteristics and modal structures

Burger number and modal structure

The structure of the modes depends upon the background characteristics such as slope steepness,

stratification and mean flow which are deduced from GLORYS12 outputs. The Burger number Bu is

the non-dimensional number Bu = (αNf )2 where α is the cross-shore slope in m/m, N the mean coastal

Brünt-Väisälä frequency, and f the Coriolis parameter (Figure A1e). For small values of Bu (Bu < 1),

the rotation dominates over gravity and fast propagating barotropic shelf waves are produced; on the

contrary large values of Bu (Bu > 1) correspond to slow-propagating baroclinic waves.

Throughout South America, with the exception of the Patagonian Platform (Figure 5.9), the Burger

number exceeds one and consistently baroclinic waves are expected. The tropical regions up to 30◦S,
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Figure 5.9: Mean Burger number from GLORYS12 over the 1993–2019 period. Black contour is Bu = 1

are highly stratified with steep slopes on both the Pacific and Atlantic sides and Bu ≫ 1. Despite

the relatively weak stratification along the southwestern coast of South America, the Burger number

surpasses one due to the slope steepness. In contrast, the Patagonian region, which also exhibits weak

stratification, features a gentle slope; consequently Bu ≤ 1 and the waves show a rather barotropic

structure.

Background characteristics : implementation of the model

Brink & Chapman toolbox (available at : https://darchive.mblwhoilibrary.org/entities/

publication/50dc38f7-de8f-545f-985d-4b01bcf7ed61) requires the offshore stratification N∞(z),

the bathymetry h(x) and the mean along-shore flow (Figure 2.1). We used GLORYS12 outputs along

several sections ( see Figure 5.10a, and Figures in chapter 3 and 4 ) to compute them.

The initial version of this toolbox made possible the implementation of a mean along-shore flow

formed by an unique jet modeled by a decaying Gaussian curve. As the mean flow along the Patagonian

platform is formed by two jets at some points we modified this version introducing a second decaying

Gaussian curve and obtained the mean flows presented in Figures 5.10f-g. We took the same stratification
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for the three sections as the Malvinas current system is homogeneously stratified and present a weak

seasonal cycle (Artana et al., 2021).

Figure 5.10: a) Mean Surface velocities and mean intensity in (m/s) over 1993-2019 period from GLO-
RYS12. Magenta, red and blue lines correspond to the studied sections called 51◦S, 47◦S and 42◦S
respectively. b-c-d) Mean along slope velocities from GLORYS12. e-f-g) Mean flow modelled with the
Brink & Chapman toolbox. h) Mean stratification used for the model implementation from GLORYS12.

Idealized modal structures and dispersion curves

The toolbox computes the dispersion curves (see below and Figure 5.12) and the structure of the

modes giving the pressure, along-shore and across-shore velocities, density, vertical velocity and surface

pressure. Figure 5.11 shows the first four gravest modes of along-shore velocity in cm/s normalized under

the assumption of energy conservation (
∫ ∫

p2dxdz = 1 according to Brink (1989)).

The toolbox also computes the dispersion curves (Figure 5.12). The long waves at low frequency are

non-dispersive (Figure 5.12a). When the order of the mode increases, the phase speed decreases.

Sensitivity tests showed that the amplitude of the generated anomalies decreases when the stratifica-

tion increases (inhibition of the anomalies by the stratification); moreover the structure becomes more

baroclinic, both frequency and phase speed increase and the wave dissipates faster.

For 1500 km (consistent with the length of the Patagonian slope of the order of 3000 km), the theory

computed waves with periods ranging between 1 and 30 days and phase speeds between 0.30 and 8.00

m/s (Figures 5.12). In spite of idealized assumptions such as a straight coastline with uniform shelf

bathymetry, which is not the case of the Patagonian slope, the analysis provided some insight in the

modal structure of TW.
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Figure 5.11: First four gravest modes of along-isobath velocity computed from Brink and Chapman
(1987) toolbox at 51◦S, 47◦S and 42◦S (pink, red, and blue sections in Figure 5.10) (the velocities are
normalized consistently). x-axis is across-slope distance; y-axis is the depth.

Figure 5.12: a) Dispersion curves for the first four gravest modes of the 51◦S section (pink), 47◦S section
(red) and 42◦S section (blue). x-axis is the wavelength in km, y-axis is the period in days. Thick lines
correspond to mode 1, thick lines with dots to mode 2, thick dashed lines to mode 3, and dashed lines
to mode 4. b) Phase velocity computed for each mode (same color code as a). x-axis is wavelength in
km and y-axis is the velocity in m/s.
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